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**Artist Monographs**

- **3810860** PISARRO. Text by Marina Linares. This wide-ranging survey of the artist, whose work was extraordinarily versatile and full of technical and thematic innovations, is compact and bursting with outstanding color reproductions on nearly every page. Offers an introductory essay, titles, and captions in English and five additional languages. 208 pages, Konemann. 7½x7½. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **3740358** MUCHA. Text by Daniel Kiecik. Art Nouveau, popular between 1890 and 1910, consisted of elegant ornamentation and sensual women. Hardly any other artist proved a greater virtuoso in this style than Alphonse Mucha. Discover the most beautiful of the Czech artist’s posters, along with many of his lesser-known works in this beautifully illustrated volume. Text in English and five additional languages. 216 pages. Konemann. 7¾x9½. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **3819797** REMBRANDT: Masterpieces of Adoration. An illuminating overview of the life, work, and influences of Rembrandt which then goes on to showcase the most stunning and varied examples of his oeuvre, broken down into themes: portraits, landscape and narrative, self-portraits, and etchings and drawings. It reveals the heights that he reached through his skill in lighting, detail and emotion. Fully illus., most in color. 127 pages. Flame Tree. 8x9½. Pub. at $50.00. **$16.95**

- **3811555** LOOKING TO HEAVEN. By Stanley Spencer. The years before and during The Great War had the greatest impact on both Stanley Spencer’s soul and his painting, and this beautiful volume, brought together by Spencer’s grandson, offers insights and aspects that will make you love his work all the more. Illus., some in color. 368 pages. Unicorm. 7¾x9½. Pub. at $45.00. **$9.95**

- **3740323** BOSCH. Text by Ruth Dangelmaier. The few surviving works by the Dutch artist are among the most famous icons in art history, unique hidden book-like works of horror, his paintings are populated by monsters and devils. The entire cosmos conveying divine presence and human perception thereof. Well illus. **$9.95**

- **3816419** DURER. Text by Ruth Dangelmaier. This wide-ranging survey of the artist is compact and bursting with over 250 color reproductions of his work, on nearly every page. Offers an introductory essay, titles, and captions in English and five additional languages. 288 pages. Konemann. 7¾x7½. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **2810018** OAK: One Tree, Three Years, Fifty Paintings. By Stephen Taylor. The author came across a 250-year-old oak tree while on a walk in Essex, England. With his obsession with painting and color perception he painted the same oak scores of times over a period of three years, in extremes of weather and light, at all times of day and night. A veritable “legend.” Includes entries for each of the tree’s distinctive features and its seasonal color changes. Text in English and five additional languages. 188 pages, Konemann. 7½x7¼. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **3843004** JAN VAN VERMEER. Text by Kristina Menzel. Vermeer’s Girl with the Pearl Earring is almost as famous as da Vinci’s Mona Lisa. And yet the life and work of the painter—notably East and West—remain as migmatic as ever. This volume shows Vermeer’s small work and puts it into the context of Dutch genre painting of the 17th century. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. **$7.95**

- **3835668** MAKOVSKY. The Tsar’s Painter in America and Paris. By WendySalmond et al. This survey positions the 19th-century painter’s work at the crossroads between late Imperial St. Petersburg, Belle-Epoque Paris, and America during the Gilded Age. Specific focus is given to three great canvases celebrating Russia’s traditional wedding customs: A Boyar Wedding Feast (1883), Choosing the Bride (1887), and The Russian Bride’s Attire (1889). Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. **$9.95**

- **3716889** JANE WILSON: Horizons. By Elisabeth Sussman. This account of Wilson’s life, from her immersion in the vibrant New York art world of the 1950s and 1960s to her later approach to painting, is a lively illustrated volume that provides the complete story in words and images of the most assured of a new generation of artists. Merrell. 10x/7½. Pub. at $45.00. **$9.95**

- **372770X** PIERRE BONNARD. Text by Guillaume Morel. Classical on account of subjects, modernist in his account of his sense of composition, color and light, Bonnard followed his path away from the great currents and movements of the first half of the 20th century. This monograph reproduces most of the artist’s works. Text in English and five additional languages. **$7.95**

- **3908004** DIVINE ENCOUNTER: Rembrandt’s Abraham and the Angels. By Joanna Seers Seidenstueck. Throughout his career, Rembrandt depicted divine encounters—encounters between mortals and immortals, the earthly and the celestial. This spectacular group of works reveals the artist’s inventive solutions for conveying divine presence and human perception thereof. Well illus. in color. 72 pages. D. Valentine. 8½x11. Pub. at $25.95. **$9.95**

- **3783324** MAN RAY IN PARIS. By Eric C. Garcia. The American Modernist painter, Man Ray, spent the 1920s and 1930s in Paris where experimental expression was flourishing. This collection of eighty five photographs celebrates the artist’s creative contributions to photography and recognizes Man Ray to be one of the most inventive and exciting artists of the twentieth century. 128 pages. J. Paul Getty Museum. 7¾x9½. Pub. at $9.95. **$7.95**

- **3854469** RETURN TO TAOS: Eric Sloane’s Sketchbook of Roadside America. This popular artist shares his travel experiences during two trips he made from New York to his beloved Taos, once in 1925 and again in 1960. He offers his way of seeing and incisive reflections on America’s rapidly changing landscapes and regional cultures. Illus. 120 pages. Dover. 8¼x11. **$11.95**

- **3822168** MICHELANGELO: Sculptor. By Cristina Acidini Luchinat, photos by A. Amendola. surveys Michelangelo’s life and works from the early years when the artist was still at a tender age, to his final efforts and his rapid rise to becoming a veritable “legend.” Includes entries for each of the individual sculptures and groups, containing technical data, origin, material history and drawings for reference. 320 pages. 24 ORE Cultura. 7¾x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. **$9.95**

- **2992248** FREDERIC BAZILLE (1841-1870) AND THE BIRTH OF IMPRESSIONISM. Ed. by M. Heuzey. Exhibition catalog. Bazille’s decisive role in the advent of impressionism has finally been brought to light. This comprehensive monograph gives Bazille his rightful place in the history of the iconic movement instigated by this pivotal painter. Here are those of young artists who revolutionized the world of painting. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¾. Pub. at $49.95. **$19.95**

- **379060X** ISAMU NOGUCHI: Archaic/Modern. By Daiden Hart. Exhibition catalog. Growing up in both the United States and Japan, the sculptor found inspiration in the diversities of East and West. He also craft and fine art, tradition and invention, nature’s elemental forces and man’s technological progress. More than 60 color plates highlight the timeless appeal of this thoroughly modern artist. 132 pages. Giles. 8½x11. Pub. at $44.95. **$14.95**
3931023 THE ART OF GEORGE RODRIGUE. Text by Ginger Danto. Provides an outstanding analysis of Rodriguez’s art and in so doing presents a picture of Cajun country that helps us to better understand its hold on Rodriguez and his work. An afterward allows a glimpse of the next phase in Rodriguez’s painting—the Hurricanes. 145 pages. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Abrams. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $9.95

**2782510 CARL LARSSON’S HOME, FAMILY AND FARM. The paintings in this collection display the stunning watercolors of Larsson’s home family and farm as well as the Flors. 11x8½. Pub. at $30.00

**3859231 THE LIFE & ART OF JOSEPH HENRY SHARP. By Peter H. Hassrick et al. This beautifully illustrated volume offers fresh perspectives on who Sharp was, how and where he was trained as a painter, why he selected his nation’s western Native population as a primary subject, what impact his imagery had on audiences across the continent, and how his production as a painter of the West he referred to as “real” from that of his contemporaries. 145 pages. $21.95

**2810395 ERIC STANTON & THE HISTORY OF THE BIZARRE UNDERGROUND. By Richard Perez Seves. Explores this artist’s unconventional life and art, and describes the rise of commercial illustrative art from its shadowy beginnings in the 1940s to its acceptance in the 1970s. A pioneering sexual fantasist who helped shape the movement, this is Stanton’s tale about survival against all odds and about how one man contrary to himself. With a picture of Cajun country that helps us to better understand its hold on Rodriguez and his work. An afterward allows a glimpse of the next phase in Rodriguez’s painting—the Hurricanes. 256 pages. Abrams. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00 $19.95

**3822122 PICASSO’S DRAWINGS, 1890-1921: Reinventing Tradition. By Susan Grace Galassi et al. Exhibition catalog. This volume, which accompanies the exhibition, follows the dazzling development of Picasso’s drawing practice from the precocious academic exercises of his youth to the virtuoso out of the early 1920s. It contains 299 pages. Yale. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

**3902343 TURNER: World of Art. By Graham Reynolds. This revised and updated edition reflects recent discoveries and interpretations of Turner’s work in context with his world. It will serve as the best available study of this perennially popular artist for a new generation of readers. 216 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3902315 MONET: World of Art. By James H. Rubin. Explaining the ground-breaking nature of Monet’s painting through the study of more than 150 key works, Rubin reveals Monet as the presiding inspiration for generations of avant-garde artists who followed. Illus. in color. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**3904039 MARIE-LOUISE VON METOSICYZK. A Catalogue Raisonne of the Paintings. By Ines Schlenker. Marie-Louise von Motesiczky’s works include over 300 paintings, mostly portraits, still-lifes, and a previously unexplored series of drawings. This volume presents Motesiczky’s entire collection of paintings, alongside comparative illustrations, and shows how the artist was one of the most fascinating artists of the twentieth century. 560 pages. Hudson. 10x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 $29.95

**3822125 MAPPLETHORPE & MUNCH. By R. Meyer & J-O. Steihug. Exhibition catalog. Featuring essays that examine the thematic impulses behind the accompanying exhibition, this publication establishes a previously unexplored association between two equally contentious art figures, while working to impart alternative perspectives and new insight into their respective outputs. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Metropolitan. 9x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $24.95

---
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**397353** MILLLET AND MODERN ART: From Van Gogh to Dalí. Ed. by S. Kelly & M. van Dijk. Exhibition catalog. During his lifetime, Milllet focused on critical articles for his passionate paintings. But shortly after his death, he was embraced as a national hero who had captured the French countryside in all its glory. This publication sets Milllet's work in the context of the figures he inspired: van Gogh, Monet, Segantini, Winslow Homer, Dalí, and more. Well illus., most in color. 206 pages. Yale. 9x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

**3876047** GERHARD RICHTER: Painting After All. By S. Wagstaff & B.H.D. Buchloh. Exhibition catalog. Features approximately 100 of Richter's key canvases, from photo paintings created in the early 1960s to portraits and later large-scale abstract series, as well as select works in glass, and includes essays by eminent scholars addressing a variety of themes. 270 pages. MMA. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

**3763421** THE PALMETTO AND ITS SOUTH CAROLINA HOME. By Jim Harrison. Sweeping images of the coast have been Harrison's art since the beginning of his career, and he continues to illustrate his love for the South Carolina coast by capturing the beauty of the palmetto tree through the many stunning and enchanting scenes included in this collection. 60 pages. USC. 9x9¼. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

**6564283** CHARDIN. By Pierre Rosenberg et al. Catalog to an important international exhibition of Chardin's work. Six essays by leading scholars in the field survey of Chardin's work from many different angles, including the latest writings on the painter, the complex history of engravings of his paintings, and the lesser-known fan-tailed illus., most in color. 9¼x11. Pub. at $65.00 $29.95

**2979713** RENOIR: IMPRESSIONISM, AND FULL-LENGTH PAINTING. By Colin B. Bailey. Extensively illustrated, this book draws on contemporary criticism, literature, and archival documents to explore the motivation behind Rener's full-length figure paintings as well as their reception. Technical studies of the canvases shed new light on the artist's working methods. 266 pages. Yale. 10x12¼. Pub. by $75.00 $50.00

**3829863** REGARDING WARHOL: Sixty Artists, Fifty Years. Ed. by Elisa Unitelli. Organized around five significant themes in the artist's work: popular consumer culture and tabloid news; portraiture and the cult of celebrity; issues of sexual identity and gender; artistic practices such as seriality, abstraction, and appropriation; and the role of collaboration in Warhol's ventures into filmmaking, publishing, and the creation of environments and spectacles. Well illus., most in color. 304 pages. MMA. 9¼x10¼. Pub. at $60.00 $19.95

**690047X** R.G. SMITH: The Man and His Art—An Autobiography. With Rosario Rausa. Describes the artist’s transition from helping design aircraft to working for the Douglas Aircraft Company in the 1930s to painting them, earning a worldwide reputation as one of the most skilled aviation artists of all time. Also includes an excellent sampling of his non-aviation art: landscapes, harbor views, and scenes from the far west. 112 pages. Schilt. 9½x12¼. Pub. in Germany: 1987 4.95

**3793605** VERROCCHIO: Sculptor and Painter of Renaissance Florence. Ed. by Andrew Butterfield. Exhibition catalog. Presents a comprehensive survey of Verrocchio’s output, spanning his entire career and featuring some fifty sculptures, paintings, and drawings, in addition to works he created with his students. Includes incisive and scholarly essays along with beautiful color illustrations. 372 pages. Princeton. 9½x12. Pub. at $75.00 LIMITED QUANTITY $47.95

**3861414** THE ART OF ROY CROSS. This beautifully illustrated volume celebrates Roy’s remarkable career and the wide range of artwork he has produced over the years. His work has encompassed book and magazine illustrations, including highly detailed cartoons and other technical drawings. 126 pages. Crowood. 12x11¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

**385535X** ART OF GARY GIANNI FOR GEORGE R.R. MARTIN’S SEVEN KINGDOMS. This beautiful volume presents a comprehensive visual overview of George R.R. Martin’s A Song of Ice and Fire series, plus A Knight of the Seven Kingdoms and Fire and Blood, through over 300 drawings and paintings by the architecturally winning illustrator. 305 pages. Flesk. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**3855147** CASPER DAVID FRIEDRICH: Nature and the Self. By Nina Amstutz. In this revelatory volume, Amstutz combines fresh visual analysis with broad interdisciplinary research to investigate Friedrich’s landscape painting, self-exploration, and the life sciences in Friedrich's mature work. Well illus., many in color. 269 pages. Yale. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95

**381766** YAYOI KUSAMA: About My Love. Text by Akira Shitabatumi. Exhibition catalog. In this overview of every stage of the artist’s innovative and continually evolving career, the works illustrated include the youthful drawings which allowed her an escape from her hallucinations; and the paintings which first brought her acclaim when she was based in New York. 264 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

**370863X** RENOIR: The Body, the Surface. By E. Bell & G.T.M. Shackelford. Exhibition catalog. Offering the first-ever comprehensive investigation of Renoir’s nudes, this beautifully illustrated study complements the exhibition of more than seventy works including paintings, pastels, drawings and sculptures. This volume also features an interview with the contemporary figurative painter Lisa Yuskavage on the historical significance of the female nude in art. 264 pages. Clark Art Institute. 11x11. Pub. at $55.00 $44.95

**3831299** BRUEGEL: The Complete Graphic Works. By Maarten Bassens et al. Exhibition catalog. Recent historical, archival and art technological research offers a fresh insight into the overall body of Bruegel prints produced during or shortly after his lifetime. Eighty-nine individual compositions are discussed at length in this magnificent illustrated volume which includes new and detailed descriptions of the different states and editions. 257 pages. Thames & Hudson. 12x10¼. Pub. at $65.00 $47.95

**390251X** EL GRECO: Ambition & Defiance. Ed. by Rebecca J. Long. Exhibition catalog. A visually stunning examination of El Greco’s work that considers the artist's constant reinvention and professional drive. Lavishly illustrated and clothbound with gilt-edged pages, this volume features reproductions and scholarly discussions of more than 60 works along with essays. 200 pages. Art Institute of Chicago. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $44.95

**3886517** CY TWOMBLY. By Jonas Storsve. Exhibition catalog. Presents a meticulous retrospective of this central figure of 20th-century art, tracing all facets of his oeuvre. Over 300 illustrations, spanning Twombly’s evolution from the early 1960s to here for the first time, are supplemented by essays written by art historians, reflections by fellow artists, and a chronology illustrated with personal accounts penned by Nicola Del Rosso. 328 pages. Skira. 11x14¼. Pub. in Germany: 2011 4.95

**3768058** WILLIAM BLAKE: The Artist. Text by Alan Moore. Exhibition catalog. A comprehensive overview of Blake’s work as a print-maker, poet, and painter, foregrounding his relationship with the art world of his time and telling the stories behind many of his most iconic images. Well illus., most in color. 219 pages. Philadelphia Museum of Art. 11x14¼. Pub. at $55.00 $44.95

**294373S** BOUGUEREAU & AMERICA. Text by Tanya Paul et al. Exhibition catalog. An in-depth exploration into the immense popularity of William-Adolphe Bouguereau’s work in America throughout the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The authors show how the artist’s sensual classical maidens and pristine peasant children embodied the tastes of American Gilded Age patrons. Well illus., color. 192 pages. Yale. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 $34.95
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**6879694** ZAO WOU-KI, 1933-2001. By Christian Marquet. Fully illus., most in color. 400 pages. Phaidon. 11x14¼. Pub. at $125.00

**3855163** HORACE PIPPIN, AMERICAN MODERN. By Anne Monahan. 233 pages. Yale. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00

**3830675** EUGENIO-LOUIS CHARVOT. By Susan M. Gallo. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. Giles. 7xX. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**3917666** EL GRECO: Life and Letters. By Fernando Marias. Fully illus. in color. 342 pages. Prestel. 10x13. Pub. at $85.00

**2944014** NICHOLAS HILLIARD: Life of an Artist. By Elizabeth Golding. 32 pages. AMMO. 12¼x9¼. Pub. at $45.00

**2862409** VAN GOGH AND THE SEASONS. By Sijraan van Heugten et al. Fully illus. most in color. 260 pages. Princeton. 10x12¼. Pub. at $60.00

**393924X** LEONARDO DA VINCI: The 100 Milestones. By Martin Kemp. 210 pages. Sterling. 9x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

**3786331** ANNA VALDEZ: Natural Curiosity. 199 pages. Paragon Books. $19.95

**2970387** HIROSHIGE’S ONE HUNDRED FAMOUS VIEWS OF EDO. By K. Hinohara & A. Watanabe. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Bijuuptus Shuppan-Sha. 7¾x10¼. Pub. at $68.00

**2862107** CEZANNE PORTRAITS. By John Elderfield et al. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Princeton. 10x12¼. Pub. at $50.00

**2893789** OLGA PICASSO. Ed. by Emilía Philippot et al. 312 pages. Gallimard. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $99.00

**2868055** DRAWING IN TINTORETTO’S VENICE. By John Marcari. Fully illus., many in color. 224 pages. Paul Holberton. 9x11¼. Pub. at $30.00

**3738531** GUSTAVE DORE: Masterpieces. By Aby Warburg. 126 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x9¼. Pub. at $29.95

**2872196** THE BODY OF PAINTING. By Françoise Huguier. 342 pages. Universe. 11x8¼. Pub. at $30.00

**2979810** WILLIAM BLAKE: Master Drawings. By Craig Katzen. Fully illus., most in color. 8½x9¾.

**3760510** PAUL KLEE: Masterpieces of Art. By Susie Hodges. 150 pages. Flame Tree. 8¼x9½. Pub. at $19.95

**2918641** VERMEER. By Wayne Franits. Well illus. in color. 352 pages. Phaidon. 6x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $79.95

**2928914** LOUIS COMFORT TIFFANY: Master Glass Maker. By Camilla de la Bedoyere. 199 pages. Flame Tree. 8¾x11¼. Pub. at $44.95


**3740811** SALVADOR DALI: The Making of an Artist. By Catherine Grenier. Fully illus. in color. 280 pages. Flammarion. 9½x12¾. Pub. at $75.00

**3722007** A LIFE AMONG FISHES. By Christopher M. Dewees. 179 pages. Flammarion. 9x11¼. Pub. at $19.95

**3721337** MONET: The Early Years. By John Elderfield. Fully illus. in color. 206 pages. Yale. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $50.00


**2918986** JASPER JOHNS. Ed. by Emilía Philippot et al. 240 pages. Phaidon. 7x10. Pub. at $65.00

**2886332** THE ART OF NETSUKE CARVERS. By Isabelle Loring Wallace. 146 pages. Flammarion. 8½x11½. Pub. at $39.95

**2982570** DE KELLY: The Modern Design of Peter Fuller-Munk. By Rachel Delphina et al. Well illus., many in color. 208 pages. Random. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $60.00

**2862956** DON’T HAVE FEELINGS, DON’T MAKE A SCENE: The Art of Skinner. Fully illus. in color. Last Gasp. 8¼x11. Pub. at $39.95

**2936356** VAN GOGH IN 50 WORKS. By John Cauman. 144 pages. Pavilion. 11¼x8¼. Pub. at $29.95

**2903393** ORSON WELLES PORTRAIT. By Stefano Zuffi. Drawings from the Welles Estate. 120 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $99.00

**3753263** LEONARDO IN DETAIL. By Stefano Zuffi. Drawings from the Welles Estate. 120 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $99.00

**3753263** LEONARDO IN DETAIL. By Stefano Zuffi. Drawings from the Welles Estate. 120 pages. Flammarion. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $99.00
SOLD OUT

**3920277** ABSTRACT ART: World of Art. By Anna Moszynska. A leading contemporary art scholar traces the origins and evolution of abstract art, placing it in broad cultural context. Comprehensively revised, this volume will serve as the best introduction to abstract art for a new generation. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Thames & Hudson. 6¼x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**

**3855162** CASANOVA: The Seduction of Europe. Ed. by Frederick Ilichman et al. Exhibition catalog. Accompanies the first major art exhibition outside Europe to lavishly recreate Casanova’s colorful life, from his birthplace in Venice to city of masquerades, to the cultural capitals of Paris and London and the outposts of Eastern Europe. Twelve essays by multiple facets of Casanova. 374 pages. MMA. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$45.00**

**3741974** PAINTING 1909: Pablo Picasso, Gertrude Stein, Henri Bergson, Comics, Albert Einstein, and Anarchy. By Leonard Polgar. Examines the ways in which Picasso’s art of 1909 intertwines and engages with the larger intellectual framework of his time and sheds light on how the writings of Gertrude Stein, the philosophy of Henri Bergson, and the theories of Albert Einstein, played a role in the development of Picasso’s unique artistic style. Illus., some in color. 226 pages. Yale. 6¼x8½. Pub. at $45.00 **$9.95**

**390881X** DANGEROUS WOMEN. By M.D. Garrard & K.L. Dennis. Presents and incisive discussions of nearly 200 works of art, this beautifully illustrated volume explores not only the color and the clarity of the cults dedicated to female saints but also the aesthetic standards that enhanced the medieval city. 333 pages. MMA. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$24.95**

**3861228** READING MAYA ART: A Hieroglyphic Guide to Ancient Maya Painting and Sculpture. By A. Stone & M. Zender. The art of the ancient Maya may be considered their singular achievement: a combination of elegance and naturalism, blended with symbolic meaning. Presented here is a compendium of one hundred hieroglyphs that are also building blocks of ancient Maya painting and sculpture. 248 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7¾x9¼. Pub. at $34.95 **$26.95**

**3784398** YELLOW: The History of a Color. By Michel Pastoureau. An authority on the history of color and author of acclaimed volumes on blue, black, green, and red, now traces the visual, social, and cultural history of yellow. Illuminates the history of yellow with a wealth of captivating images making this his best for the eye and mind. 240 pages. Princeton. 9¼x9¼. Pub. at $39.95 **$29.95**

**3819043** JAMES ENSOR: The Temptation of Saint Anthony. By Susan M. Canning et al. Exhibition catalog. Describes the making and meaning of the large-scale drawing, The Temptation of Saint Anthony—a work by late Belgian artist James Ensor, on the occasion of its first public showing in more than sixty years. Well illus. in color. 186 pages. Art Inst of Chicago. 10¼x11½. Paperbound. At $35.00 **$12.95**

**2961873** BAROQUE NAPLES AND THE INDUSTRY OF PAINTING. By Christopher R. Marshall. A study that explores the social, material, and economic history of painting, revealing how artists, agents, and the owners of works were connected to forums that promoted the baroque art world in seventeenth-century Naples. Well illus., most in color. 339 pages. Yale. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$18.95**

**3731030** SALVE REGINA: The Story of Mary. By Jacques Duquesnoy. From Titian, Raphael, and Fra Angelico to Van Eyck, Albrecht Durer, and David Hockney, Rossetti, the most famous artists of the lesser-known representations of Mary are brought together with sculptures, frescoes, and stone statues that recreate scenes from her life. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Flammarion. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00 **$16.95**

**3829774** JERUSALEM 1000-1400: Every People Under Heaven. Ed. by M. Holcomb & B.D. Boehm. Defines 1000 to 1400 AD as a singularly creative moment in a singularly complex city. Through absorbing essays and incisive discussions of nearly 200 works of art, this beautifully illustrated volume explores not only the color and the clarity of the cults dedicated to female saints but also the aesthetic standards that enhanced the medieval city. 333 pages. MMA. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $75.00 **$24.95**

**3822660** KEYS TO A PASSION. Ed. by S. Page & B. Parent. Exhibition catalog. Brings together a number of exceptional works, whose audacity disrupted the course of art history at the beginning of the 20th century. Major artists including Monet, Mondrian, Bonnard, Picasso, Munich and many more, each represented by a key piece from the MOMA. Hazan. 10¼x11¼. Pub. at $15.00 **$9.95**
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3774979  GREAT PAINTINGS: The World’s Masterpieces Explored and Explained. By Karen Hosack Janes et al. Artists’ biographies and features on historical and social context explore the influences behind landmark paintings and how they inspired future artists in this stunning volume. Understanding art has never been so easy or so enjoyable. Fully illus., in color. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley, 10x12. Pub. at $29.94. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

3748960  GREAT PAINTINGS: The World’s Masterpieces Explored and Explained. By Karen Hosack Janes et al. Provides a unique guided tour of 66 of the greatest paintings in the world. Ranging from an ancient handscroll by Zhang Zeduan, a 12th-century Chinese master, to a poignant fresco by the early Renaissance artist Giotto, it offers modern stripped-down reflections by Rothko or Anselm Kiefer; the paintings are presented chronologically, providing a compelling overview of the history of art. 256 pages. Dorling Kindersley, 10x12. Pub. at $30.00. $12.95.

2929031  THE NEW ART OF THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY: Faith and Art in Florence and the Netherlands. By Shirley Neilsen Blum. This beautifully illustrated guide analyzes the most important people, places, and concepts of the early Renaissance period, while offering the vision of creativity that swept throughout Europe in the 16th century. Includes works by Donatello, Fra Angelico, van der Weyden, and others. 314 pages. Thames & Hudson, 10x12. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95.

3772920  ORIGINS, INVENTION, REVISION: Studying the History of Art and Architecture. By James S. Ackerman. In this collection of essays, Ackerman offers insight into his formation and development as a scholar, as well as reflections on a range of topics. Concise, lucid, and original, this volume presents deep syntheses alongside innovative approaches and a thorough grounding in the chronological reach of art. Well illus., in color. 197 pages. Yale, 7x10. Pub. at $45.00. PRICE CUT to $9.95.


2929032  POSTURES: Body Language in Art. By Desmond Morris. From prehistoric figures, Roman artifacts and Renaissance frescoes to contemporary art and graffiti, this comprehensive and account unfolds our perception of art, the ways of looking at art. Morris uncovers surprising similarities, as well as gestures rarely used now, so that even the most familiar works are suddenly seen in a new light. Fully illus., in color. 280 pages. Thames & Hudson, 7x9½. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95.

2929033  POSTURES: Body Language in Art. By Desmond Morris. From prehistoric figures, Roman artifacts and Renaissance frescoes to contemporary art and graffiti, this comprehensive and account unfolds our perception of art, the ways of looking at art. Morris uncovers surprising similarities, as well as gestures rarely used now, so that even the most familiar works are suddenly seen in a new light. Fully illus., in color. 280 pages. Thames & Hudson, 7x9½. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95.

3855228  VIDA AMERICANA: Mexican Muralsists Remake American Art, 1925-1945. Ed. by Barbara Haskell. An in-depth look at the transformative influence of Mexican artists on their U.S. counterparts during a period of social change. It provides a new understanding of art history, one that acknowledges the wide-ranging and profound impact Mexican Realism had on the style, subject matter, and ideology of art in the United States between 1925 and 1945. Well illus., most in color. 255 pages. Yale, 10x12¼. Pub. at $65.00. $49.95.

3714523  EROS VISIBLE: Art, Sexuality and Antiquity in Renaissance Italy. By James C. Thomas. Turner, whose explosion of creativity and sensibilities produced a work of conceptual art, examines the entire range of erotica from the period, in paintings, prints, sculptures, and drawings. 464 pages. Yale, 8x11¼. Pub. at $75.00. $59.95.

3948280  THE PRE-RAHELITIES. By Terrie Felot. In this authoritative survey, the author traces Pre-Raphaelism from its beginnings as a secret brotherhood to its dissemination into multiple strands of English art. Here, Selig offers wide-ranging insight into the many areas of Pre-Raphaelite thought, from nature to gender and class relations. Both major and lesser-known works have been carefully reproduced in these pages. 398 pages. Abbeville Press, 10x12. Pub. at $59.95.

2797876  PENCIL IN HAND: 20th Century Drawings. Presents a considered selection of more than 100 drawings, providing a wide-ranging view of art from the past century, both from Spain and abroad. Includes biographies of the artists featured as well as an extensive bibliography. 309 pages. Thames & Hudson, 9x11. Pub. at $64.00.


3740333  POSTURES: Body Language in Art. By Desmond Morris. From prehistoric figures, Roman artifacts and Renaissance frescoes to contemporary art and graffiti, this comprehensive and account unfolds our perception of art, the ways of looking at art. Morris uncovers surprising similarities, as well as gestures rarely used now, so that even the most familiar works are suddenly seen in a new light. Fully illus., in color. 280 pages. Thames & Hudson, 7x9½. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95.


6796675  GENIUS OF THE MASTER OF THE DRESDEN PRAYER BOOK. By A. Lander. Through history, artists’ thoughts, from nature to gender and class relations, have been carefully reproduced in these pages. 398 pages. Abbeville Press, 10x12. Pub. at $59.95.

6796675  GENIUS OF THE MASTER OF THE DRESDEN PRAYER BOOK. By A. Lander. Through history, artists’ thoughts, from nature to gender and class relations, have been carefully reproduced in these pages. 398 pages. Abbeville Press, 10x12. Pub. at $59.95.

6796675  GENIUS OF THE MASTER OF THE DRESDEN PRAYER BOOK. By A. Lander. Through history, artists’ thoughts, from nature to gender and class relations, have been carefully reproduced in these pages. 398 pages. Abbeville Press, 10x12. Pub. at $59.95.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>General Art Books</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3852925</strong> GEOMETRY OF DESIGN: Studies in Proportion and Composition, by Kenneth H. Libbrecht. Unveils the mysterious relationship between mathematics and beauty, this volume not only explains how the sciences of measurement inform, even create, beauty in works of nature and art, but more importantly, shows how you can use these techniques to create beauty in your own designs. Fully illus., many in color. 107 pages. Princeton Architectural Press. 6x9/8. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95. <strong>$6.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>391514X</strong> FROM SHADOW TO LIGHT: The Life and Art of Mort Meskin, by Steve Biro. Details Meskin's life, from his art school days and first interactions with the comic book industry to his time as an inker with DC, Marvel, and other leading publishers, alongside his personal history. Includes comics and short stories, including the E X C LUS IV E art feature &quot;Mort's Folly.&quot; Illus., some in color. 240 pages. Fantagraphics. 9x12/4. Pub. at $39.95. <strong>$14.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3785382</strong> SHE'S A WILDCAT! The Career of Candy, by Candy Weil. New, for the first time, Candy Weil's wild and wondrous works are collected and served up as the sexy, funny cartoon cocktail your eyes so desperately need. Over 200 Art Nouveau-inspired designs by this female comic artist. Illus., many in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 11x8/4. <strong>$25.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2972409</strong> LEONARDO UP! BY LEONARDO COOL!, by Catherine Kernan et al. Ed. by Rachel Rubin Wolf. Shows a new face of modern design and art, exploring the mythic and artistic connections between the life and work of Leonardo da Vinci and contemporary creators. Illus., some in color. 271 pages. Schiffer. 9x11/4. Pub. at $49.95. <strong>$37.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3751287</strong> BOB ROSS INSPIRATIONAL POSTERS, by H. Cotsworth. Take inspiration from the joy of painting and Bob Ross himself with these vibrant posters featuring Bob’s words of wisdom and humorous messages. With 12 unique designs, the removable posters in this set are ready to hang or frame, so you can bring the joy of painting to your office. Running Press. 11x11/4. <strong>$13.99</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3727289</strong> CLEWORTH: An ARTFULLife., by Harold Cleworth. Cleworth, an inspirational artist, brings an incredible photo-like quality to his work that not only captures the beauty of a car, but elevates it. He is one of the most sought-after artists, commissioned by car companies to paint original works that are now part of the car’s illus. in color. 168 pages. Design Studio Press. 11x11/4. Pub. at $54.95. <strong>PRICE CUT to $9.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>371390X</strong> THIS IS A PORTRAIT IF I SAY SO: Identity in American Art, 1912 to Today, by Anne Collins Goodyear. This groundbreaking volume traces the rich history of portraiture as an art form, with its radical artistic experimentation, as it shifted from a genre based on a series of portraits of individuals to one stressing conceptual and symbolic associations between artist and subject. Well illus., many in color. 252 pages. Yale. 9x11/4. Pub. at $35.00. <strong>PRICE CUT to $11.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>295107X</strong> ALL-AMERICAN XIV: Affairs of the Heart, by Bruce Weber. Fully illus., many in color. 194 pages. te Neues. 9x11/4. Pub. at $125.00. <strong>PRICE CUT to $19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2981872</strong> ALL-AMERICAN V: THE THIRTY-THIRD, by Bruce Weber. Fully illus., many in color. 194 pages. te Neues. 9x11/4. Pub. at $125.00. <strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2832295</strong> M. DE GARSAULT'S 1767 ART OF THE SHOEMAKER, by D.A. Sagunto. Illus., some in color. 9x11/4. Pub. at $65.00. <strong>$5.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6801870</strong> R. CRUMB: From The Big Apple to Cincinnati, by D.A. Sagunto. Illus., some in color. 140 pages. teNeues. 9x11/4. Pub. at $49.99. <strong>$37.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3907910</strong> ART NOUVEAU: Masterpieces of Art, by Julian Beecroft. With a captivating introduction, this glorious volume delves into the rise, fall, ideas, inspirations, creations and lasting influence of this vibrant movement. Feast your eyes on some of the most sumptuous works of Gustav Klimt, Charles Rennie Mackintosh, Alphonse Mucha, and many more, and discover why these works remain so admired to this day. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Amherst Media. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. <strong>$7.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3873494</strong> FROM ANGEL TO ANGEL: The Life of William Blake, by Robert N. Essick. This is the first major, lavishly produced biography of William Blake, exploring the complex relationship between Blake’s religious and artistic beliefs and the tumultuous events of his life. Illus. 222 pages. Abrams. 9x12. Hardcover. Pub. at $60.00. <strong>$37.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3824527</strong> SPECTRUM 24: The Best in Contemporary Fantastic Art, by Ed. John Fleskes. The Spectrum series continues with this lavishly produced 24th annual, showcasing imaginative fantasy artists who have made their mark on the book, comic, film, horror, illustration, sculpture, conceptual art, fine art, and videogame mediums. Illus. in color. 264 pages. Flesk. 9x12. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00. <strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3842908</strong> THE POP! REVOLUTION, by Alice Goldfarb Marquis. Lively, informative, entertaining account of one of the 20th century’s most influential and entertaining art movements. Examines the pop art phenomenon not only as an aesthetic upheaval, but also as a bellwether for the social, cultural, economic, and political changes of the period. Illus., some in color. 232 pages. Wit &amp; Waste Publishing. 6x9/8. MFA Publications. 6x9/8. Pub. at $29.95. <strong>$19.95</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2882124</strong> SPLASH 17—INSPIRING SUBJECTS: The Best of Watercolor, by Rachel Rubin Wolf. The featured artists found inspiration in subjects as varied as peeling paint, the faces of strangers, or the view out the kitchen window. These are the kinds of odd moments that stopped the artists in their tracks to create the kind of paintings that do the same. Diverse in style, subject matter, and digital art are featured. 143 pages. North Light. 9x11/4. Pub. at $37.00. <strong>$17.99</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Art Movements & Genre Art**

**388983 STREET CRAFT: Guerrilla Gardening/Yarnbombing/Light Graffiti/Street Sculpture/and More.** By Nikka Kaken. Surprising, controversial and often simply beautiful, street craft is the new chapter in the story of street art—an explosion of creativity that is reclaiming and transforming urban spaces around the world. Several street art crafts pioneers are profiled here, presented with their most notable works. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

**3789228 BANKSY LOCATIONS & TOURS, VOL. 2.** By Martin Bull. This unique and unashamedly DIY guide rounds up the best of Banksy’s UK graffiti from the past five years. It includes over 50 different locations and 125 color photographs of Banksy’s street art as well as information, random facts, and idle chat on each location. PM Press. 7x5½. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**381018 IMPRESSIONISM.** Text by Hajo Duchting. When considering impressionism, we associate it with the atmospheric landscapes, lively portraits and cityscapes of Monet, Renoir, Degas and Cezanne. This volume gives an overview of the painting of the impressionists. Includes text in English and additional languages. Fully color and black-and-white illustrations. Thames & Hudson. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $55.00 $11.95

**388762 BIG ART/SMALL ART.** By Tristan Manco. Art has the power to stimulate and present us with new ways of seeing, and fundamental to this is scale. The notion of perception lies at the heart of this collection, where it is the imaginative potential of scale that is an essential element of the artists’ work. Fully illus., most in color. Thames & Hudson. 10½x12¼. Pub. at $60.00 $16.95

**3870847 SIDEWALK CANVAS: Chalk Pavement Art at Your Feet.** By Julie Kirk-Purcell. Explore the fascinating art of street painting, where colorful pastels are substituted for paint, and Sidewalk Chalk has been elevated to a new level. Fully color and black-and-white illustrations. Thames & Hudson. 10x13. Pub. at $85.00 $29.95

**3888559 MURAL XXL.** By Claudia Walde. Presents a thrilling, super-sized, international overview of how mural art has flourished in eighteenth-century France. Well illus., in color. 231 pages. MMA. 9¼x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

**3888770 BIO ART: Altered Realities.** By William Myers. Presents work by more than sixty contemporary artists and photographers whose art merges technology and biology, and profiles some artists' work that elevate the beard. Fully color and black-and-white illustrations. Thames & Hudson. 10x13. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

**3811198 MANGA: The Citi Exhibition.** Ed. by Nick Rossmann & M. Ryoko. Exhibition catalog. Arranged into six thematic chapters, with essays by leading scholars, this volume showcases the work of Japan’s current influential mangaka (manga creators) past and present, with printed manga extracts, original drawings, manga magazines, theater, film, digital technologies and exclusive interviews with artists, editors, and mangaka. 352 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $55.00 $29.95

**3922727 A SLAP IN THE FACE! Futurists in Russia.** By John Milner. Exhibition catalog. Based on a groundbreaking examination of the complex relationship between Russian and Italian futurism, and provides an extensive survey of the Russian futurist movement as manifested in art, design, literature, theater, music and film. Illus. in color. 110 pages. Philip Wilson. 9x10½. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

**3788628 GUSTAV KLIMT: Art Nouveau & the Vienna Secessionists.** By Michael Kerrigan. Klimt is renowned as a quintessential artist of the art nouveau movement, but he was one of a number of Viennese artists who strove to break free of the constraints of the academic art establishment. This illustrated work focuses on the rich social and cultural context of Klimt’s life.

---

**SOLD OUT**

**ARTISTS AND AMATEURS: Etching in 18th-Century France.** By Perrin Stein. Exhibition catalog. Over the course of the eighteenth century a great number of artists, from renowned painters to Fox Chapel. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**3835081 ARTISTS AND AMATEURS: Etching in 18th-Century France.** By Perrin Stein. Exhibition catalog. Over the course of the eighteenth century a great number of artists, from renowned painters to Fox Chapel. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

**3888979 BIOMIMICRY FRO DESIGNERS.** Text by Veronica Kapsali. From bullet trains modeled on bird beaks to advanced swimuits inspired by shark skin, biomimicy—life’s natural processes—offers a range of innovative and inspirational examples for designers of all disciplines. Fully illus, in color. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8¼x10½. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $16.95

**3888988 IMPRESSIONISM: Art Essentials.** By Ralph Shea. Employing a daring use of color, and rapid brushstrokes, the Impressionists worked outdoors, creating paintings that captured the transient effects of light and feeling. This essential overview shows how the Impressionists transformed the everyday, and traces the movement from its origins, as it spread across the globe. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**3888945 BEARDS ROCK: Facial Hair in Contemporary Art and Graphic Design.** By Sarah, La Barbierie de Paris. At once traditional and ever-changing, beards personify and reflect each generation’s hopes, desires, and fears, inspiring countless artists, writers, and visionaries. This stunning volume celebrates 30 contemporary artists and photographers whose work elevates the beard. Fully illus., most in color. 287 pages. Cemurnos. 9x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $39.95

**6989802 NORTHERN EUROPEAN AND SPANISH PAINTINGS BEFORE 1600 IN THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO.** Ed. by Martha Wolf. Documents the Art Institute of Chicago’s relatively unknown collection of French, Spanish, Netherlandish, English, and German paintings created before 1600. With a total of nearly 400 color and black-and-white reproductions. 391 pages. Electa. 11¼ x13. Hardcover. Pub. at $165.00 $60.00

---

**STREET CRAFT: Guerrilla Gardening/Yarnbombing/Light Graffiti/Street Sculpture/and More.** By Nikka Kaken. Surprising, controversial and often simply beautiful, street craft is the new chapter in the story of street art—an explosion of creativity that is reclaiming and transforming urban spaces around the world. Several street art crafts pioneers are profiled here, presented with their most notable works. 224 pages. Thames & Hudson. 7x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $7.95

---

**IMPACTORS: Art Essentials.** By Ralph Shea. Employing a daring use of color, and rapid brushstrokes, the Impressionists worked outdoors, creating paintings that captured the transient effects of light and feeling. This essential overview shows how the Impressionists transformed the everyday, and traces the movement from its origins, as it spread across the globe. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Thames & Hudson. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

---

**377634 FOR THE LOVE OF PEANUTS.** By Elizabeth Anne Hartman. An unprecedented collection of work that captures the energy, excitement, and the love behind Peanuts’s first-ever collaboration with seven major internationally renowned artists. This stunning volume commemorates the artists’ meditations on their inspiration as well as commentary on technique and process. Well illus. in color. 136 pages. Black Dog & Leventhal. 9¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00 $24.95

---

**2847914 ITALIAN FRESCOS: From Giotto to Tiepolo.** Text by Irene Shnill. A lavishly illustrated, oversized volume devoted to the art of fresco painting in Italy. Starting with Giotto, the great pictorial cycles that have decorated churches and noble palaces across the centuries are all presented in stunning reproductions. 391 pages. Electa. 11½x13. Pub. at $150.00 $79.95

---

**3748447 ITALIAN FRESCOS FROM Giotto to Tiepolo.** Text by Irene Shnill. Between the fourteenth and eighteenth centuries, the art of fresco painting was to be found across all regions of Italy. This stunning volume aims to illustrate the most significant periods still visible today in churches, convents, and in the palaces of the Italian courts, presented here in magnificent reproductions. 391 pages. Electa. 11¼x13. Pub. at $95.00 $69.95

---

Regional Art

★ 6757200 HIROSHIGE. By Matthi Forrer. Presented in a style as stunning as the prints it celebrates, this survey offers an in-depth view of the life and work of the Japanese artist, whose brilliant and magnificent reproductions capture Hiroshige’s artistic youth and early career, his artistic development in landscape prints, his flower and bird paintings, and landscapes with poppies. Fully illustrated in color and black-and-white. Weatherhill. 10⅛x13⅛. Pub. at $44.95. $14.95.

★ 3746097 AN ILLUSTRATED GUIDE TO 50 MASTERPIECES OF CHINESE PAINTINGS. By Huang Kunfeng. Each painting is presented in full, text is endowed by enlarge details sprinkled throughout the text, providing a multi-layered experience of some of the finest brushwork and ink-play the world has ever known. Shangri Press. 8x10¼. Pub at $19.95. PRICE CUT TO $14.95.

Museum & Private Collections

3790035 IN THE LIGHT OF AMARNA: 100 Years of the Neferiti Discovery. Ed. by Friederike Seyfried. Exhibition catalog. An in-depth exploration of the Egyptian artifacts discovered in Berlin’s exhibition celebrating the discovery of the Neferiti bust in 1912, and presenting artifacts and objects from the Amarna period of Egyptian history. Fully illustrated. Michael Imhof Verlag. 9x⅞. $9.95.

★ 3810844 MUSEE D’ORSAY. Text by Valentin Grivet. Celebrated the world over for its impressionist masterpieces, the Musee d’Orsay keeps thousands of paintings, sculptures and art from the second half of the 19th century and early 20th century. Includes text in English and five additional languages. Fully illus. in color. 279 pages. Konemann. 9⅞x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $11.95.

297536X ARMS & ARMOR: The Cleveland Museum of Art. By Stephen N. Fliegel. This collection shows how European armor evolved from garments of chain-mail, to suits of articulated metal plates, and how weapons of the early Middle Ages became the ancestors of exquisite swords and firearms of the sixteenth to the nineteenth centuries. We are introduced to their historical context as these artifacts still thrill us. Well illus., most. in color. 200 pages. Cleveland Museum of Art. $79.95. LIMITED QUANTITY.

3890798 THE COLMAR TREASURE: A Medieval Jewish Legacy. By Barbara Drake Boehm. Exhibition catalog. This exquisite volume examines the legacy of the Jews in 14th century France, through the lens of the Colmar Treasure, shedding light on what it reveals about the work, homes, worship, and values of its owners and providing insight into Jewish life during the Middle Ages. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Konemann. 8⅞x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. $39.95.

3849333 TALES FROM THE LAND OF DRAGONS: 1,000 Years of Chinese Painting. By Wu Tun. Selections from 79 ceramic objects beautifully photographed in full color, with individual entries focusing on the aesthetic experiences and the works that produced them. An introduction by R. Sturman, former Director of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. 390 pages. 9x11⅝. Paperbound. Pub. at $74.95. $39.95.

3929960 THE POWER OF PRINTS: The Legacy of William M. Ivins and A. Hyatt Mayor. By Freyda Spira with P. Parshall. Exhibition catalog. The first comprehensive exploration of the lives, careers, theories, and influence of the Metropolitan Museum of Art curators Ivins and Mayor, this volume also showcases more than 125 exceptional prints that represent the breadth and depth of their acquisitions. 182 pages. MMA. 9x⅞. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. $24.95.

3835138 BRITISH DRAWINGS: The Cleveland Museum of Art. By Heather Lemonides. Exhibition catalog. This richly illustrated volume highlights more than 50 drawings by British artists of the Georgian, Victorian, and Edwardian eras, many published here for the first time. Catalog entries provide insights into the careers of the artists represented and elucidate the extraordinary power of works on paper within the British drawing tradition. 152 pages. D. Giles. 9x⅞. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.95. $14.95.


★ 2961814 THE ART OF THE CHINESE SNUFF BOTTLE. By Hugh Moss et al. Presents in its entirety the collection of Chinese snuff bottles owned by James and Julie Li. The 451 bottles and 33 related craft items in this collection comprise some of the most outstanding works of the genre. Almost every piece is shown at actual size in over 1,100 color photographs, while the text offers an examination of each piece. 800 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Weatherhill. 10⅛x14⅛. Pub. at $250.00. PRICE CUT TO $79.95.

★ 2962039 CELESTIAL HORSES & LONG SLEEVE DANCERS. By Robert D. Jacobsen. A well-illustrated overview of the ceramic tradition of miniature ceramic human figures (in lieu of sacrificial victims) in Chinese tombs. This volume examines the archaeological context as well as the political, religious, and economic influences that affected its evolution across approximately 2,000 years of production. Ohio in the Art. 10 pages. Ohio University Press. 9x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $40.00. $35.00.


★ 2905901 COWBOYS: Western Art of the Twenty-First Century. By E. Ashley Rooney. Fully illus. in color. 179 pages. Schiffer. 9⅞x8½. $29.95.

3721825 CHINESE ART IN DETAIL. By C. Michaelson & J. Portal. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Harvard. 8⅞x6¼. Pub. at $22.95. $5.95.


6702288 KOKUSAI. Text by Olaf Mextorf. 216 pages. Konemann. 9x10⅜. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. $29.95.

★ 3786293 JAPANESE WOODCUTS. Text by Olaf Mextorf. Fully illus. in color. 216 pages. Konemann. 9x11⅝. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95.


6883486 COROMANDEL LACQUER SCREENS. By G. Dhont & W. De Kesel. Well illus., most. in color. 108 pages. Art Media Resources. 11⅛x1¼. Pub. at $65.00. PRICE CUT TO $29.95.


Bembo's collection functioned as a source of inspiration for artists like his incredible collection of art and antiquities. Nalezyty analyzes how, from the 16th to 18th century. Featuring such masters as Pieter Bruegel the Elder, Peter Paul Rubens, and Rembrandt, this volume presents beautifully color illustrations accompanied by insightful commentary. 413 pages. Harvard. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $65.00

CHINESE JADES FROM NEOLITHIC TO QING: The Youngman Collection. By Robert P. Youngman. Presents more than 200 carvings, ranging from Near Eastern to Neolithic period through to the end of the Qing dynasty. The most comprehensive collection of the images they produced, 255 pages. Addressee. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $29.95

PICTURING THE PACIFIC: Joseph Banks and the Shipboard Artists of Cook and Flinders. By James Taylor. Before photography, the role of creating views of far-flung lands explored by seafaring pioneers rested in the hands of the gifted landscape, figure and nature artists on board. This stunning volume reveals the story of the shipboard artists through the most comprehensive collection of the images they produced. 288 pages. Abrams. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00
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**Folk Art**

3883906 CHINESE TATTOO ART: Traditional and Modern Styles. By F. Yang & F. Huang. This is the world’s first comprehensive documentation of the art of tattooing in China and Taiwan. Its fascinating imagery exemplifies the artful diversity of Chinese tattooing and its complex motifs, which are largely inspired by mythic legends and myths. This volume offers a detailed overview and profound insight into tattooing in China and Taiwan. Fully illus. in color. 496 pages. Edition Reuss. 10x12 1/2. Pub. at $95.50 $24.95


**Antiquities**

3896922 MAKING MARVELS: Science and Splendor at the Courts of Europe. By Wolfram Koeppe. Exhibition catalog. Featuring more than 150 treasures from several of the world’s most prestigious collections, this stunning volume explores the vital intersection of art, technology, and political power at the courts of early modern Europe. Incisive texts by leading scholars and rare works contributed to a culture of magnificence. Fully illus. in color. 308 pages. MMA. 9x12 1/2. Pub. at $65.00 $49.95


3904190 CITY LIGHTS: Frameables. Text by Pascaline Bouchain. Presents a collection of urban landscapes—George Okkas’s moonlit New York street lamp, to Van Gogh’s café terrace at night, to Jacob Philipp Hacker’s spectacular fireworks display in Rome. These easily detachable illustrations have been thoughtfully curated and are easily framed to display in your home. Fully illus. in color. Flammarion. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**Art of Illustration**

3888476 THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SNAKE. By Andy Warhol. A brilliant portrait of Andy Warhol’s obsessive, hard-edged, archetypal rock-star persona would one day conquer, told in the story of a snake trying to scale the social ladder by transforming himself into accessories for a glittering constellation of xenies. Fully illus. in color. Thames & Hudson. 10x8 1/2. Pub. at $21.95 $6.95

3133731 DAY OF THE DEAD FOLK ART. By Bob Jovich Marth. From the girl next door to the sexy switch-blade sisters, the pin-up girls depicted in this collection of works by 15 of today’s best artists boldly display the full spectrum of the genre. Themes in these 280+ works cover action, horror, ‘70s cinema, mythology, comic books, science fiction, and fantasy. 308 pages. MMP. 10x11 3/4. Pub. at $24.95 $7.95

3790118 THE ART OF VAMPIRELLA. By Davide Barzi et al. The embodiment of sex and slaughter, the iconic Vampirella has inspired countless artists over her 40+ years of bloodletting. In this huge, hardcover, a museum of masterpieces captures every drop of Vampirella’s exotic allure and primal fury, brought to life by Frank Frazetta, Mike Mignola, Amanda Conner, J. Scott Campbell, and countless other comic book greats. 232 pages. Dynamite. 8 3/4x12 1/2. Pub. at $24.99 $24.95

3791248 THOMAS BEWICK: The Complete Illustrations. By Nigel Tattersfield. Generously illustrated and arranged alphabetically, this set details some 750 titles that Bewick illustrated with woodcuts in his workshop in the early 1800s, over 450 of which are unrecorded in earlier bibliographies. Whether appealing to the Bewick aficionado, book historian, art historian, or admirer of engraving, this is an indispensable resource. 1,580 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Oak Knoll. 7x11 3/4. Pub. at $265.00 $99.95

3895236 ANIMAL KINGDOM: Frameables. Text by Lindsy Lerman. Presents remarkable animal drawings—from flamingos and toucans to giraffes, crabs, and damsels—ifby naturalist painters such as John James Audubon, Charles-Alexandre Lesueur, Nicolas Hue, and Georges-Rene Boissier. Featuring a hardcover slipcased set of 125 full-color images from the original Pooch book series, cartoons, artwork, family photographs, and memorabilia. A cherished keepsake for all ages. Illus. 320 pages. Insight Editions. 12x9 1/2. Pub. at $68.00 $37.95

**SOLD OUT**

2983644 GAME OF THRONES: The Storyboards. By William Simpson with M. Kogge. The definitive compendium of storyboards for this series that captures the scope of its rich development and artistry. This unique collection is a must-have for all fans of his breathtaking show. Slipcased. Fully illus. 320 pages. Insight Editions. 12x9 1/2. Pub. at $68.00 $37.95


3895254 CLOUDSCAPES: Frameables. Text by Pascaline Bouchain. This collection celebrates stunning skyscapes—from John Ruskin’s stormy clouds above the sea to Mark Rothko’s white cloud on a brilliant orange background. These high-quality, easily detachable and frame-ready illustrations have been thoughtfully curated by an art historian. Flammarion. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3904180 CITY LIGHTS: Frameables. Text by Pascaline Bouchain. Presents a collection of urban landscapes—Georgia O’Keeffe’s moonlit New York street lamp, to Van Gogh’s café terrace at night, to Jacob Philipp Hacker’s spectacular fireworks display in Rome. These easily detachable illustrations have been thoughtfully curated and are easily framed to display in your home. Fully illus. in color. Flammarion. 9x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**SOLD OUT**


3740652 VENETIAN HERITAGE. Fully illus. in color. 171 pages. Rizzoli. 12 3/4x12 1/4. Pub. at $65.00 PRICE CUT TO $39.95

**SOLD OUT**
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**SOLD OUT**
2941821 DRAWING FOR THE BEGINNING ARTIST. By Gabriel Martin. Explains, step by step, the process of drawing light and shadow for the beginner. With varied techniques and simple exercises, you will learn to draw any subject with realistic detail in both graphite and charcoal. Fully illus. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

★ 6613166 SKETCHING THE COUNTRYSIDE: How to Draw the Vanishing Rural Landscape. By Frank J. Lohan. Both experienced and aspiring artists can benefit from this practical instruction guide which shows how to portray rustic settings from rural England to the American Southwest. More than 400 detailed illustrations trace the steps from observation to finished drawing or water color. 124 pages. Fully illus. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

3898080 OIL PAINTING STEP BY STEP: Artist's Library Series. By Anita Hampton et al. Refine your knowledge of basic painting styles and theories while you learn to paint dramatic portraits, dynamic still lifes, lifelike animals, and realistic landscapes. Discover a variety of basic oil painting techniques, and explore a range of oil painting colors. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Walter Foster. 6x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95 $3.95

3895651 DRAW ANIMALS IN NATURE WITH LEE HAMMOND. Ed. by Christina Richards. A popular artist and best-selling author shares her secrets for drawing some of the earth's most magnificent animals and the diverse habitats they call home. Breaks the challenge down step by step, with 30 demonstrations featuring a wide variety of wild animals and birds. Fully illus. 143 pages. North Light. 8¼x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

3710459 BEGINNING WATERCOLOR. By Maury Aaseng. Learn everything you need to know to get started painting in watercolor. Watercolor painting skills. Learn the basics of washes, rendering realistic everything you need to know to get started painting in watercolor. Watercolor painting skills. Learn the basics of washes, rendering realistic subjects from start to finish. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

3789722 STICK SKETCH SCHOOL: Mastering the Art of the Stick Figure. By B. Attinger & R. Kochackis. Create everything from stick characters and stick animals to stick sports and stick wars with this fun and innovative method. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Tuttle. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

3804014 HOW TO DRAW CHARACTERS FOR THE ARTISTICALLY CHALLENGED. By John Bigwood. With this fun guide to drawing, you can let loose your inner artist without worrying about scribbly lines. Inside these pages a cast of cool and quirky characters awaits. Fully illus. in color. HarperDesign. 7x9¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

3780791 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF OIL PAINTING: A Complete Course in Techniques, Subjects and Styles. By Barrington Barber. The perfect guide to an absorbing activity, this volume covers everything you need to know, from investing in the right equipment and making those first marks on canvas to developing the range of subject matter available to you. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Walter Foster. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.99

3780783 THE FUNDAMENTALS OF DRAWING PORTRAITS: A Practical and Inspirational Course. By Barrington Barber. In this comprehensive volume, Barber develops the skills of the aspiring artist by teaching with the help of both acknowledged and innovative methods to find solutions to their drawing challenges. Well illustrated with established techniques. Arcturus. 7x10. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2943684 REALISTIC PAINTING: A Complete Guide. Demonstrates the techniques needed to create a form of expression that beautifully renders the world around us objectively, truthfully, and accurately, without artificiality or symbolism. Will provide helpful knowledge in order to successfully execute the Realism style. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Sterling. 8x10¼x10¾. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

2977065 BRUSH PEN ILLUSTRATION: More Than 200 Ideas for Drawing with Brush Pens. By Sho Ito. Want your drawings to have the beautiful watercolor style without having to deal with runny watercolors? Try using a brush pen! As you follow step by step instructions, you will master brush pen stroke techniques, blending methods and discover hundreds of inspirational drawing tutorials. Fully illus. in color. 104 pages. North Light. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


2724510 DRAWING IN 15 MINUTES. By Jake Spicer. Takes you through a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic portrait sketch to developing your portraits and then finding your drawings further. Every aspect of the portrait process is examined, along with advice on which materials to use and how to find a model. Well illus. 128 pages. St. Martin's. 7x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

3849139 DRAWING SEXY MANGA BY THE PROS. By Sho Ito. From sketch characters and stick animals to wild animals and birds. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. North Light. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $9.35

★ 3906337 A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR WITH MIXED MEDIA: Inspirational Projects and Innovative Techniques. By Alison C. Board. Offers six step by step projects that explore the potential of combining watercolor with a variety of wet and dry media, through themes that include flower painting, wildlife painting, and art journaling. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

★ 3893715 DRAWING ANIMALS USING GRAPHITE PENCILS. By Lucy Swinburne. Whether you want to draw an exotic pet cat or a majestic wolf on paper, this guide provides a complete course in how to draw them. A must-have for any artist that presents a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic portrait sketch to developing your portraits and then finding your drawings further. Every aspect of the portrait process is examined, along with advice on which materials to use and how to find a model. Well illus. 128 pages. St. Martin's. 7x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 3876357 THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF SUMI-E. By Kay Morrissey Thompson. The art of Sumi-e combines calligraphy and ink painting to produce compositions of rare beauty. This masterful is the result of the author's long collaboration with Ukai Uchiyama, a master calligrapher and artist, that presents a series of practical lessons that clearly illustrate how to achieve high-quality images. Three hours. UnWired. $3.95

2724510 DRAWING IN 15 MINUTES. By Jake Spicer. Takes you through a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic portrait sketch to developing your portraits and then finding your drawings further. Every aspect of the portrait process is examined, along with advice on which materials to use and how to find a model. Well illus. 128 pages. St. Martin's. 7x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 3906337 A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO WATERCOLOUR WITH MIXED MEDIA: Inspirational Projects and Innovative Techniques. By Alison C. Board. Offers six step by step projects that explore the potential of combining watercolor with a variety of wet and dry media, through themes that include flower painting, wildlife painting, and art journaling. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Search. 8x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $3.95

★ 3893715 DRAWING ANIMALS USING GRAPHITE PENCILS. By Lucy Swinburne. Whether you want to draw an exotic pet cat or a majestic wolf on paper, this guide provides a complete course in how to draw them. A must-have for any artist that presents a series of carefully crafted tutorials, from how to put together a basic portrait sketch to developing your portraits and then finding your drawings further. Every aspect of the portrait process is examined, along with advice on which materials to use and how to find a model. Well illus. 128 pages. St. Martin's. 7x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

★ 3876357 THE ART AND TECHNIQUE OF SUMI-E. By Kay Morrissey Thompson. The art of Sumi-e combines calligraphy and ink painting to produce compositions of rare beauty. This masterful is the result of the author's long collaboration with Ukai Uchiyama, a master calligrapher and artist, that presents a series of practical lessons that clearly illustrate how to achieve high-quality images. Three hours. UnWired. $3.95

See more titles at erhc.com/831 - 25 -
3904164 THE ART OF SPREADING. By Jonathan Stephen Harris. Features all you need to know to create your own spiral art, from tools and materials to drawing techniques, perspective and shading tips, and suggestions for adding color to black and white art. This unique form of art is easy to learn with the right instruction. Fully illus. 128 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $16.95

3896641 PAINTING NATURE’S DETAILS. By M. Thurstan & R. Martin. Packed with practical exercises and techniques for interpreting the textures and patterns of skin, fur, and other body hair and fur, step by step and in color drawings. 104 pages. New Art Library. 4x6. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $7.95

3797171 HOW TO DRAW ALMOST EVERY DAY: An Illustrated Sourcebook. By Kamo. This resource ensures you have new inspiration every day with step by step illustrations and daily exercises that will help become a better artist. Organized as a calendar, this 365 prompts ensure that you have new inspiration every day of the year. Step by step exercises that will help become a better artist. Easy to understand no matter what your skill level. Well illus. in color. 12 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $14.95

3732444 ART STARTS WITH A LINE: A Creative and Interactive Guide to the Art of Line Drawing. By Erin McVittie. Artists all skill levels are invited to learn how to draw almost anything starting with simple lines and basic shapes. This accessible guide is designed to be fun and gives everything you need to master the art of line drawing, whether the goal is to draw a fun volume. DC Comics. 7½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95 $11.95

3706094 THE ARTIST’S GUIDE TO DRAWING MANGA. By Ben Stella. Give your manga artwork a head start with this sensational original masterpiece. Fully illus. many color. 180 pages. Watson-Guptill. 7¼x9½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $16.95

3912744 WILD ANIMALS: The Art of Drawing. By Giovanni Civardi. Shows how to capture a variety of wild animals subject from Africa, Asia and the Americas. This easy to follow guide will suit beginners as well as more experienced artists. Fully illus. 64 pages. Search. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $4.95

3798287 STAN LEE’S MASTER CLASS. et al. An inspiring guide to crafting a legendary universe of your own from the ultimate authority on the topic. Whether you’re a fan or an aspiring creator, you’ll delight in the wealth of knowledge found within these pages. Elevate your comics by exploring Lee’s techniques. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Watson-Guptill. 7¼x9½. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.99 $17.95


2971650 COUNTRY SCENES IN ACRYLIC. By Jerry Yarnell. Fully illus. 112 pages. North Light. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95

Dvd 3715221 PAINT LIKE AN ARTIST WITH TOM LYNCH. Questar. $9.95

3737764 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TOrawing MANGA, SECOND EDITION. By pete griffin. 11½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


3768244 HOW TO DRAW HANDS AND FEET. By Mark Begg. Fully illus. 32 pages. Scrib. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95


3206483 DAVID BELLAMY’S SEAS & SHORELINES IN WATERCOLOUR. 96 pages. Search. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95


375992X IF YOU’RE BORED WITH ACRYLICS READ THIS BOOK. By Melissa Washburn. 112 pages. Quarto. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $10.95


2981491 BASIC TATTOO TECHNIQUES. By David Martens. Fully illus., most in color. 63 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $10.95 $7.95


688153X RECREATING AN AGE OF REPTILES. By Mark P. Witton. 110 pages. Crowood. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $25.00

3775453 PAINTING WATERCOLORS ON LOCATION. By Tom Hill. Fully illus., most in color. 128 pages. Dover. 8¼x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


2871850 COUNTRY SCENES IN ACRYLIC. By Jerry Yarnell. Fully illus. 112 pages. North Light. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99 $17.95


3701164 GRUMPY CAT COLORS THE WORLD COLORING BOOK. Gather your markers or crayons and join the Internet’s crankiest cat on a whirwind trip around the world! This fun collection of different locations, printed on one side only of a perforated page, so you can easily remove and display your finished art. Dover. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $3.95

3894401 BATGIRL: An Adult Coloring Book. From Gotham City to Burnside, Batgirl swings into the spotlight! Now you can color in the Dark Knight Detective’s arch-nemesis, Damsel from cowl to infamous yellow boots in this fun volume. DC Comics. 7¾x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

Adult Coloring Books

See more titles at erhbc.com/831 - 27 -
ADULT COLORING BOOKS

6857175 STAINED GLASS: Patterns & Prisms. By Ruth Heller. The sturdy translucent paper captures the luminous effect of the actual stained glass—all you need to do is add color! Offers more than thirty unique images, all removable for coloring and display. SHOPPING: 8 1/4 x 11 x 7 1/2. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. $3.95

2905302 BIRDS AND BUTTERFLIES: Zendoodle Coloring. Sail through more than 60 beautiful, hand drawn illustrations of lovely winged creatures. You’ll find animals in flight both small and large and color with vivid tints, and tones of your choosing. Each page is perforated for easy display of your artwork. SHOPPING: 8 1/4 x 10 1/2 x 7/8. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. $3.95

3707008 COLOR ME MISERABLE: A Coloring Book for the Cranky Colorist. To encourage your inner grouch, these intricate designs platter phrases like “This Sucks” or “Disappointed” on top of all those pretty flowers, ready for your colored pencils or markers to complete. Includes perforated pages printed on one side so you can hang your “Miserable” artwork for all to see. Racehorse. 8 1/4 x 10 1/2. $9.95

3802264 TROPICS COLORING BOOK: Vive Le Color! Whether you want to unplug completely or do something creative while commuting or watching TV, this collection of 72 illustrations of tropical delights offers time for meditation. Printed on one side of heavy stock form. Abrams & Chronicle. 10x10. $9.99

304178 GEOMORPHIA. Step into the strange and whimsical world of geomorphia, the most fantastic creation yet from the delightful imagination of illustrator Kerby Rosanes. Nineteen intricate, single-sided images of stunning creatures and landscapes await for your color interpretations. Plume. 10x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.00. $2.95

6726660 CUTE CHRISTMAS HOLIDAY COLORING BOOK. Banish holiday stress from your mind as you focus on the sweet expressions of these beloved creatures, ready to color with any medium. Printed on one side of extra thick artist’s paper, each design is matched with an inspiring Christmas quote. Pages are perforated to detach easily. Design Originals. 8 1/4 x 11. Paperback. $4.95

6949479 GO THE F**K TO JAIL: An Adult Coloring Book of the Clinton Scandals. Here’s your chance to add some color to over two hundred single-sided pages of Clinton scandals. Add your own spin to such moments as Travelgate, Whitewater, Monica Lewinsky and many, many, many, many more! Post Hill. 8x1/10 x10. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99. $3.95

6548970 TIME OF MEMORY: A Coloring Book. Spring, summer, fall, and winter scenes sprawl across the pages for you to bring to life with your colored pencils, felt-tip pens, paints, and any other tool you choose. Take a beautiful journey through the natural changes of the year that will leave you relaxed andconsole the power of coloring. St. Martin’s. 9x9x9%. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. $5.95

4533666 BETTY BOOP COLORING BOOK. Betty Boop’s perpetual charm started in the 1930s and continues to this day. Join the cartoon character and her rollicking crew of friends for hours of coloring fun in these 62 vintage images from the King Features archive. Dover. 8x1/11. Paperback. $2.95
**Art & Erotic Photography**

★ **6587852 TATTOO SUPER MODELS.** By Christian Saint. Features inked beauties with perfect shapes, wearing almost nothing but seductive body art. Using light to cannon a woman's sexuality, there is an aura of individual body art with a finesse that everyone can fall in love with. Adults only. 144 pages. Gallah. 5½x8¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95.

★ **7255527 NAKED LAS VEGAS.** By Greg Friedler. Unlike the previous volumes in the photographer's Naked series, the photographs presented here are in full color, and represent a cross-section of people who live, work or visit Las Vegas. Each portrait of the clothed subject is mirrored by one of the subject in the nude. Adults only. Color. 175 pages. Norton. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95. $16.95.

★ **6587798 PARIS PUSSY: French Glamour Girls of the 50s & 60s.** Ed. by Jean le Baptiste. In the Paris of the 1950s and early 1960s, a host of French glamour magazines sprang up, featuring voluptuous pin-up girls plucked from the streets and thrust in front of hungry cameras. Here is a stunning array of top fashion & publicity shoots from those magazines. Adults only. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $19.95.

★ **4496620 PARADISE IN BRAZIL.** Photos by Joaquim Nabuco. Head back to paradise with another tantalizing collection of sexy and sizzling images featuring some of the most prominent figures from more than 150 full-page color and black & white photos, these gorgeous subjects grace equally beautiful tropical landscapes, including locations with mountains, jungles, beaches, and historical sites. Adults only. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9x12. Pub. at $32.95. $27.95.

★ **6590842 UNDRESSING THE ART OF PLAYING DRESS UP.** By Cosplay Deviants. Foreword by Edgar Munster. This enormous collection of pin-up style photos provides a tantalizing look at sexy female cosplayers from around the world. With more than 360 images, you will see just what it means to undress the art of playing dress up. Adults only. 208 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12. Pub. at $34.95. $23.95.

★ **267002X BEEFCAKE: 100% Rare All Natural.** By Petra Mason. Stilting, gleaming, demi-gods, husky cowboys, lonely sailors, daredevils, and Neptune’s boys all rise from the pages of these magazines and into this scintillating pictorial erotica. Adults only. 256 pages. Universe. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. $19.95.

★ **5771005 ALVARADO’S ALL-AMERICAN GIRLS.** By Robert Alvarado. Presents a wide variety of modern pin-up photographer Robert Alvarado’s colorful portraits. Displaying a range of poses, costumes, themes, and styles, his intimate, often erotic photographs of Bratz models and pin-ups, play with the sometimescontrived backdrop, offering kaleidoscopic views that ever appeared in the publication. Adults only. 167 pages. Aperture. 10¼x12½. Pub. at $65.00. $49.95.

★ **2930714 THE ALTERING EYE.** By Sarah Greenough et al. Exhibition catalog. Curator Sarah Greenough’s care and vision, and history of the National Gallery’s photography collection. This richly illustrated volume features some of the most significant and compelling photographs the Gallery has acquired over the years and also charts the development of photography throughout its history. 367 pages. Thames & Hudson. 12x11½. Pub. at $65.00. $24.95.

★ **6670512 GEORGE DUREAU, THE PHOTOGRAPHER.** Dureau’s first collection since 1985, this album of photographic portraits charts his 40-year romance with the male figure as subject. His humble, evocative, and sincere imagery—often featuring disabled or marginalized models—brings a fresh, intimate, and unabashed touch to nude photography. Adults only. 167 pages. $44.95.


★ **6922880 NUDES.** By David Lynch. Features more than 120 black & white and color images of feminine nudes created by the artist. These exquisite photographs blur the line between abstraction, offering kaleidoscopic views that ever appeared in the publication. Adults only. 160 pages. Schiffer. 11x13½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.


★ **3033945 BODY: The Photography Book.** By Nathalie Herschdorter. 432 pages. 8½x12. Pub. at $65.00. $49.95.

★ **6626173 RED HOT II.** By T. Knights & E.J. Friese. Fully illus. in color. Bruno Gmuender. 10¼x13½. Pub. at $98.99. $64.95.

★ **1833539 I HEART BOY.** Photos by J. Yatrofsky. Adults only. powerHouse Books. 8x10¼. Pub. at $32.95. $23.95. Ed. by Emilio Pucci. Edition. Adults only. Culf Epics. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95.

★ **3826244 SKATEBOARDING 3D.** By Sebastian Denz et al. Features stunning 3D photographs that make skateboarding come to life. Put on the 3D glasses which accompany the volume and immerse yourself in a hyper-real world of vibrating color, extreme tricks, and stunning 3D photographs that ever appeared in the publication. 192 pages. Prestel. 8¾x12¾. Pub. at $45.00. $34.95.

★ **100 GIRLS BY BUNNY YEAGER: Special Edition.** Ed. by Grady Smith. This enormous look into the life and career of the legendary pin-up photographer Bunny Yeager features some of the most iconic images that ever appeared in the publication. 372 pages. 8½x11. Pub. at $74.95. $54.95.

★ **3033942 THE ALTERING EYE: Photography from the Alternative Image Collection.** By Alfred Stieglitz. Many of the early twentieth century’s finest examples of photography and modernist art reached their widest audiences in fifteen issues of Camera Work, edited and published by the photographer Alfred Stieglitz from 1903 to 1917. This volume reproduces chronologically all of the photographs that ever appeared in the publication. 156 pages. Dover. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $13.95.

★ **3861923 AUTOFOCUS: The Car in Photography.** By Marta Weiss. From the celebrity to the surreal, this evocatively illustrated volume explores the many intersections between car and camera. 192 pages. Thames & Hudson. 10¼x12. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95.

HISTORICAL PHOTOGRAPHY

3857298 NEW YORK—365 DAYS: From the Photo Archives of The New York Times. Features a selection of images of people going about their business—or pleasure—in New York City. The photographs span from the beginning of the 20th century into the new millennium. 744 pages. Abrams. 9½x6½. Pub. at $40.00

3849961 BATHING BEAUTIES OF THE ROARING '20s. By M.L. Martin & T. Skinner. Women dressed in the period’s latest beach fashions charmed their photographers, then the world. Their fascinating, playful, and sometimes evocative images were transformed into colorful postcards and sent with holiday vacation greetings to friends and family. Illus. 192 pages. Schiffer. 6x9. Pub. at $19.95

38673BX FOR A LOVE OF HIS PEOPLE: The Photography of Horace Poolaw. Ed. by Nancy Marie Mathematical. Exhibition catalog. A rare American Indian photographer who documented Indian subjects, Poolaw (Kiowa, 1906-1984) was born during a time of great change for his people as they balanced age-old traditions with the influences of mainstream America. In his work, Poolaw celebrated his subjects’ place in American life. Well illus. 184 pages. Yale. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.95

3831992 HOW WE LIVED, 1880-1940: Everyday Furniture, Fashions and Settings. By Peter Swift-Seibert. Looks at the homes, occupations, pastimes, and transportation of the era. Presents the actual events and places where everyday people display their furniture, clothing, hair styles, architecture, and working conditions. Fully illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3898548 GREETINGS FROM BROOKLYN. By Randall Gabrielan. The city of Brooklyn became home for generations of immigrants during the massive influx of overseas settlers in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, forming neighborhoods that became celebrated for their tight-knit ethnicity. Relive the early days of Brooklyn through this collection of 329 postcard reproductions and contemporary color images. 121 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8½. Pub. at $29.95

389567X CAPE COD & THE ISLANDS FROM ABOVE: 50 Years of Airviews. By S. Kennard & R. Kelsey. Familiar harbors and shorelines are featured with over 50 years of aerial photographic views. See how Cape Cod has grown and witness its environmental changes. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

3946661 PICTURES WITH PURPOSE: Early Photographs from the National Museum of African American History and Culture. Exhibition catalog. This volume looks at how early photographs of and by African Americans were circulated and used, and considers their meaning. Features a selection of early photography of unknown African Americans as well as renowned figures in African American history such as Harriet Tubman, Booker T. Washington, and more. 80 pages. Gils. 7½x7. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95

2929224 THE PHOTOGRAPH AND AUSTRALIA. By Judy Annear. Through over 400 diverse images covering almost 170 years, this book provides a unique glimpse into the evolution of mining culture and technology and the people who gathered that historic day. Eakins. 9¼x8¾. Pub. at $45.00


3818276 LEE FRIELANDER: Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom. On May 17, 1957 Friedlander was given full access to photograph the participants of the Prayer Pilgrimage for Freedom in Washington D.C. His photographs depict the familiar individuals at the event—Mahalia Jackson, Ruby Dee, among others—who they also pay particular attention to the 25,000 men, women and children who gathered that historic day. Eakins. 9¼x8½. Pub. at $45.00

SOLD OUT

PHOTOGRAPHY


SOLD OUT

GENERAL PHOTOGRAPHY

3709338 THE GREAT PICTURE: Making the World’s Largest Photograph. Text by Dawn Hudson. Huntington Hills. 15x10. Pub. at $75.00

2916290 A YEAR IN THE FRAME. By Edward Whitaker. 176 pages. Racing Post. 12x9½. Pub. at $50.00

PRICE CUT to $19.95


$7.95


$14.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95

6810411 SOME VERNACULAR RAILROAD PHOTOGRAPHS. By J. Brouws & W. Burton. Collection includes humble snapshots, albulen prints, stereographs, real photo postcards, glass-plate negatives and everything in-between. Rich with historical value and meaning, these fascinating images will appeal to fans of vernacular photography and art history enthusiasts. 288 pages. Norton. 9¼x12. Pub. at $49.95


3823660 HISTORY AS THEY SAW IT: Iconic Moments from the Past in Color. By W. Wild & J. Lloyd. One hundred and twenty historical black and white photographs have been thoroughly restored and rendered in color, granting them a timelessness; that makes the past feel closer than ever. These stunning photographs illuminate some of the most important moments and significant movements in history. 254 pages. Chronicle. 10x11¼. Pub. at $40.00

381533H THROUGH SHEN-KAN: Revisiting Loess Plateau. By Li Ju. Assembles a selection of the original photos taken by Robert Sterling Clark during his expeditions to China in recent images taken by Li Ju and his colleagues. This collection gives both Chinese and foreign readers an intimate and vivid understanding of the historical appearance of northwest China. Provides a fascinating look at changes that have occurred in the past century. 250 photos. China International. 11½x8½. Paperback. Pub. at $80.99

$24.95

8887600 JIM SHAUGHNESSY: Essential Witness. Jim Shaughnessey is an essential witness to six decades of change in North America. From the beginning of the railroading, 200 pages. Thames & Hudson. 12x11. Pub. at $60.00

$44.95


$7.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95
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**Historical Photography**


6958214 STEEL GIANTS: Historic Views from the Hoosier Southern Regional Archives. By S.G. McShane and Greg Endries. 124 pages. 11¼x10¼. Pub. at $50.00

★ 8280625 CLEVELAND THEN AND NOW. By Laura DeMarco. 144 pages. Pavilion. 11x9¾. Pub. at $59.95 $9.95

★ 6720242 PATTIS 1950. Photos by Roger Patis. 120 pages. Fantagraphics. 9x12¼. Pub. at $30.00 $8.95

Celebrate & Fashion Photography

3817955 GO HIGH: The Unstoppable Presence and Poise of Michelle Obama. Ed. by M. Sweeney. A moving photographic collection of First Lady Michelle Obama’s warmth, wisdom, and belief in a future that is bright. Take a nostalgic look back at Michelle Obama’s heartfelt embrace of the American people, and her persistent encouragement to always lift one another up. 122 pages. Castle Point. 10½x8¼. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3860547 THROUGH HER LENS: The Stories Behind the Photography of Eva Sereny. Set on, Eva Sereny bore witness to the making of movies that shaped late twentieth century cinema. Her behind-the-scenes photographs of celebrities offer a unique perspective on the life and work of the cultural giants of the 1960s, 70s, and 80s as she tells the stories behind the photographs. 222 pages. ACC Art Books. 9½x12. Pub. at $65.00 $14.95

390139X SLIPKNUT: Dysfunctional Family Portraits. By Paul Harris. A look at the Slipknut, a scene through the eyes of a photographer, artist, and friend. Harris has always been able to capture the band in its true form while also being able to put up with all their bullshit!* Fully illus. in color. Omnibus. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

3903066 GRAT AND GLAMOUR: The Street Style, High Fashion, and Legendary Musicians of the 1970s. Text by P. Chicchicriogio, photos by A. Tannenbaum. Take a journey back to the decadent 70s with this dazzling collection of images from award-winning photographer Allan Tannenbaum. With photographs of the Rolling Stones, John Lennon, Andy Warhol, and the myriad celebrities and scene-makers that surrounded them, Tannenbaum’s lens captures the character and style of a truly one-of-a-kind decade. 208 pages. Insight Editions. 8x10½. Pub. at $23.99 $9.95

3695069 HOT GUYS AND BABY ANIMALS. By A. Khuner & C. Newman. Combines two of your favorite things into one hot, cuddly extravaganza as smoldering studs play with puppies, snuggle kittens, nuzzle lambs, and even coo at a few chicks (baby chickens, that is). These photographs will have you oohing and awwing in the same breath. Andrews McMeel. 7½x10½. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

3789462 ROCK GODS: Fifty years of Rock Photography. By Robert M. Knight. Showcases the life and times of rock ’n roll through the years and the iconic photos of iconic rock stars. Each photograph is accompanied by vivid scenes from music history. Omnibus. 10½x13¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3908852 ELIZABETH REVEALED: 500 Facts About The Queen and Her World. By Lucinda Hawksley. Blending personal and public, frivolous and factual in a tribute to a nation’s favorite woman and her powerful social changes she has lived through over nine decades, this beautiful photographic record of her beloved family, friends and country offers a captivating look at a changing monarch. 160 pages. Scala. 8½x11. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

384286X JAMES DEAN. By Dennis Stock. These 97 iconic photographs, taken at the dawn and high noon of James Dean’s brief but brilliant career, are presented with photographer Dennis Stock’s own personal story and a later introduction by Joe Hyams, the author of Dean’s definitive biography. What results is the most intimate and complete legacy of one of the incandescent American icons. 144 pages. Thames & Hudson. 11¾x10¼. Pub. at $40.00 $6.95

3816702 SHADE: A Tale of Two Presidents. By Pete Souza. As Chief Official White House Photographer, Souza spent more time alongside Obama than almost anyone else. Here, more than one hundred of his unforgettable images deliver new power and meaning when framed by the tweets, news headlines, and the most powerful relationship of our time. Little, Brown. 7x9¾. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95


★ 3912027 INGRID BERGMAN: A Life in Pictures. Text by Robert Capa et al. This visual biography celebrates the centenary of Bergman’s birth. Collecting more than 350 images of the actress throughout her life and career, it is created by her granddaughter Isabella Rossellini and includes an introduction by Liv Ullmann along with a substantial interview with Bergman. 528 pages. Chronicle. 9¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95


★ 3755644 DEBBIE HARRY & BLONDIE: Pictures This. By Mick Rock. The collaboration between Debbie Harry and photographer Mick Rock produced iconic images that transcended the conventions of rock ’n roll photography. While Blondie continues to excite the world with their performances, this volume provides an intimate, personal perspective on the life and work of Debbie Harry and the band at the peak of their success. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Sterling. 8x11¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95


★ 375605X CLAUDIA SCHIFFER. A stunning, personal collection of Schiffer’s favorite moments in fashion, tracing her work from her career as an up-and-coming new model to modern day icon, as captured by some of the greatest photographers the fashion industry has known. From her role as the face of Chanel to her appearance on a thousand magazine covers, she remains the eternal blonde. 268 pages. Rizzoli. 10x13¼. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

3721507 STOPPERS: Photographs from My Life at Vogue. By Phyllis Posnick. Brings together the provocative photos from the storied career of Phyllis Posnick, the executive fashion editor of Vogue magazine. Unforgettable photos and elaborate set designs and locations fill the pages of this stunning volume, alongside behind the scenes stories from the shoots. 256 pages. Abrams. 10x14¼. Pub. at $75.00 $19.95

★ PORTRAITS FROM HOLLYWOOD’S GOLDEN AGE OF GLAMOUR: Colin Slater’s Hollywood Photo Archive. Text by Melissa J. Hayes. A collection of long-lost stills of Hollywood’s leading ladies that have been recently rendered into color portraits, evoking a treasured past of beauty and glamour. Actresses include Julie Andrews, Anna May Wong, Audrey Hepburn, Ingrid Bergman, Eva Marie Saint, and many others. 152 pages. Lyle Stuart. 7½x9½. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

★ 2975092 HOLLYWOOD DOGS: Photographs from the John Kobal Foundation. Ed. by Gareth Abbott with C. Britton. Taken between 1920 and 1960 during the Golden Age of Hollywood, these stunning images of some of cinema’s most iconic dogs could only be found in the beloved dogs have never been seen before now. Amongst the images are some of the most famous dogs in Hollywood films including Lassie, Toto, Lady and the Tramp, and the Wizard of Oz. 128 pages. Square Fish. 7¾x10. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95
CELEBRITY & FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY

2962713 VAN JOHNSON’S HOLLYWOOD: A Family Album. By Schuyler Johnson. After achieving status as MGM’s top male box office draw in the late 1940s, Van Johnson and his wife Evie became social hosts for many of Hollywood’s biggest stars. Evie, an avid shutterbug, captured behind-the-scenes images of the famous friends, documenting Hollywood’s Golden Age. 145 pages. Shannongrove. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $65.00 $19.95

2873400 GERARD MANKOWITZ: 50 Years of Rock and Photography. Showcases Mankowitz’s most striking photography from the 1960s to the 2000s. Encircling the Rolling Stones, Jimi Hendrix, Led Zeppelin, Eurythmics, Kate Bush, Oasis and many others, and featuring anecdotes from the photographer’s 50 years behind the lens. Includes text by Ahmed Shihab-E-Eneney. 357 pages. Mankowitz. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $45.00 $32.50

3718271 WOMEN: Portraits 1960-2000. By Susan Wood. This volume is a compilation of portraits taken by American photographer Susan Wood of some of the most prominent and influential women of the 20th century. Wood’s work represents a number of milestones in American photography over a period of more than 30 years. 208 pages. Publisher at $65.00 $14.95

2951304 MORE. By Rankin. One of the most compelling celebrity photographers of his generation, Rankin brings a charged vitality to all the subjects he portrays. This comprehensive overview compiles the best of his work from the worlds of fashion, music, and the media. Includes text in English, French and German. 362 pages. te Neues. Includes text in English, German and French. $45.00

6714218 THE ESSENTIAL MARILYN MONROE: Milton H. Greene—50 Sessions. By Joshua Greene. More than 280 photographs, some never-before-published, others newly scanned and restored, let viewers scan Marilyn Monroe’s archive as it was intended. The photo sessions represented cover Monroe at the height of her beauty and most iconic style. 14x11 in. Full-color. 320 pages. TarcherPerigee. 5¾x7¾. Pub. at $15.00 $14.95

*3810887 WESTERN PORTRAITS: The Unseen Heroes & Villains of the Silver Screen. By Steve Carver with C.C. Joynor. Rendered in rare, evocative tones reminiscent of Edward Sheriff Curtis’s immortal images, this miscellany is a tribute to the photographers who captured the allure and mystique of the Old West, complete with authentic clothing, weaponry and settings, with popular, recognizable actors as the subjects. 264 pages. Glitterati. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $29.95

*3732177 NORTHERN PLAINS NATIVE AMERICANS. By Shane Balkowitsch. Presents a selection from Balkowitsch’s photographic project which aims to capture 1,000 wet plate portraits—an oceanside photographic tribute to Native Americans from his native North Dakota. His photos highlight the dignity of his subjects, depicting them not as archetypes, but individuals of contemporary identities and historical legacies. 123 pages. Outskirts Press. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $17.95 $16.95

3887960 DRESSING UP: Fashion Week NYC. By Lee Friedlander. Filled with stunning black and white photographs of fashion week, 2006, along with an interview with Friedlander. 74 pages. Yale. 11¼x13¼. Pub. at $45.00 $14.95

2876537 THIS IS WHAT A LIBRARIAN LOOKS LIKE: A Celebration of Libraries, Communities, and Access to Information. By Kyle Cassidy. Invites you to check out the portraits of more than 200 passionate, dedicated, and totally awesome librarians and to hear their own words and see what they do is so meaningful and important. Includes thoughts from various writers about how libraries have influenced their profession, protected and promoted their work, and served their own communities.-zone, screen, Dog & Loventhall. 7½x9¾. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

2864114 CLAUDIA SCHIFFER. Ed. by Lucie McCallum. A stunning, personal collection of Schiffer’s favorite fashion moments, tracing her work from ubermodel to modern day icon, as captured by the greatest photographers the fashion industry has known. From her role as the face of Chanel to her appearance on a three-page magazine covers, she remains the eternal blonde. SHOP WORN. 270 pages. Rizzoli. 10¼x13¼. Pub. at $65.00 $17.95

2891158 BECOMING BARBRA. By Bill Eppridge. Between 1963 and 1965 Eppridge captured the rising of a star. This stunning volume, filled with beautiful B&W photos is an unprecedented look at the beginning of Barbra Streisand’s career and an intimate album by a master photographer of one of the most iconic performers of our time. SHOP WORN. 143 pages. Rizzoli. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

2907097 BEFORE MARILYN: The Blue Book Modeling Years. By Ira M. Resnick. 190 pages. Abbeville. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95


3818993 PORTRAITS: The Human Clay. By Lee Friedlander. 234 pages. Yale. 11¼x9¾. Pub. at $65.00 $24.95

296421X MEN & DOGS. By M.-E. Chopin & A. Chaygneaud, tarcherperigee. 9¼x7¼. Pub. at $15.00 $2.95

*3789392 OUR RAINBOW QUEEN: A Tribute to Queen Elizabeth II and Her Colorful Wardrobe. By Sal Hughes. Fully Illus., most in color. Plume. 5x7. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95


*2808315 SHADE: A Tale of Two Portraits. By Savannah Bayne. 235 pages. Little, Brown. 7x9¼. Pub. at $35.00 $29.95

*378522X ELTON JOHN: The Definitive Portrait, with Unseen Archive. By Peter®. 198 pages. Chartwell. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

PHOTO JOURNALISM & ESSAYS

LIMITED EDITION: 3826066 LONDONERS: Street Scenes of the Capital 1960-1989. By Robert Halimann. Collects the best photographs of iconic decades of street life in London over the years. Capturing the spirit of London and Londoners, From the swinging sixties to the flares and platforms of the seventies, to the fashionable suits of the eighties, these images illustrate the buzzing atmosphere of late twentieth century London. 198 pages. Amherst. 9½x12¾. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

2809141 NY IN THE SNOW: A Magical Vision of New York City. By Vivienne Gucca. Gucca has been roaming New York City’s streets in wind and blizzard to capture rare moments that have never been captured before. The results have led her to some of her most celebrated photographs. Collecting them here for the first time, this collection illuminates the spirit of the world’s greatest city. 192 pages. ILEX. 8¾x11. Pub. at $95.00 $114.95

3909115 THROUGH A SOLDIER’S LENS: Europe in the Fifties. By W.J. Youngblood. During Eppridge’s eighteen months in Europe, the streets of Europe became a stage and the people the actors. In a constantly changing and fascinating theater of reality. Fully illus. Selbmann—Soethe. 9¼x10. Pub. at $50.00 $14.95

3883922 THE CITY: New York Spot News and Street Photography 1980-1995. By Andrew Savulich. The startling immediacy of the photos prevails in this collection of black and white images of New York City on which Savulich provides handwritten captions. 160 pages. Steidl. 11x11¼. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95
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bathing beauties, these colorful cards tell of a more innocent time. Includes 2008 values for the postcards. 174 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12½. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. $7.95

**390217X** JOURNEY THROUGH THE OUTER BANKS. By Wes Snyder. The 200 miles of open beachfront protecting the North Carolina coast make up a beloved destination. Vast beaches, historic lighthouses, and a rich and varied flora and fauna make this landscape a beauty to behold. Snyder captures the unique beauty of the Outer Banks in this unparalleled collection of beautiful images. 120 pages. $14.95

**3904898** SMALL ITALIAN VILLAS AND FARMHOUSES. By Guy Lowell. In the early 20th century, Guy Lowell toured Italy and recorded great rural villas and farmhouses. His photographs and drawings were released in two massive volumes in 1920, when the rage was on to recreate traditional Mediterranean architecture. This volume gathers the best of those pages. 140 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $39.95. $11.95

**3768147** NEW YORK THEN AND NOW. By Marcia Reiss. The distinctive New York skyline has been changing continually since the 19th century, with the Singer Building and the World Trade Center Towers disappearing, but many more taking their place, including the spectacular Freedom Tower. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. $21.95

**3699226** THE OLD WEST THEN AND NOW. By Vaughn Gyllis. This collection of photos shows how settlements developed in the relentless push to the west coast. It chronicles the Indian Wars, the march of the railroads, the ingenuity of homesteaders, and profiles the most famous of those who receded into history. 240 pages. Cartwheel. 10x¾x13. Pub. at $19.95. $11.95

**3753417** AMERICA’S NATIONAL PARKS. By Ester Tomez. Astounding photographs of the raw natural beauty of America’s National Parks are arranged in chapters highlighting the best sights to see. The untamed majesty on display in this volume is awe inspiring. Take an armchair tour of a nation’s wild heart where America retains its dream of nature and frontier. From lighthouses to big landscapes, it is today. 180 pages. Abbeville. 11¾x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $34.95

**3781165** PARIS: Visual Explorer Guide. By Alastair Horne. From mornings at street cafes to evenings on the parks, from grand museums to petite brasseries and colorful flower markets, Paris is the world’s most romantic and elegant city. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. $29.95

**36996X5** JOURNEY THROUGH THE AMERICAN SOUTH. By Tony Sweet. 127 pages. Pineapple. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $39.95. $24.95

**3776669** BACK ROADS OF THE SOUTHWEST. By David Skernick. Join Skernick as he explores back roads Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada—a region rich in natural beauty that much of it has been preserved by the national park system. These panoramic images place the viewer directly into landscapes and animals, wild horses, and stunning geological formations. 192 pages. Schiffer. 9¾x8¼. $29.95

**3711951** ABANDONED PALACES. By Michael Kerrigan. With more than 170 outstanding photographs exploring more than 130 hauntingly beautiful locations, this stunning volume is a brilliant and moving pictorial examination of places we have left behind. 224 pages. Amber. 9¾x12¼. Pub. at $29.95. $21.95

**3823784** LOVE HOTELS: The Hidden Fantasy Rooms of Japan. Photos by Masato Kasei. Only in Japan will you find an institution like the love hotel. In seventy vibrant photographs Kasei presents hotels where couples can rent heavily decorated theme rooms by the hour for amorous liaisons. Love hotel cater to diverse tastes through elaborate decor ranging from subterranean eroticism to space-age bondage. 71 pages. Chronicle. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $40.00. $16.95

**3900819** SANTORINI: Portrait of a Vanished Era. By Margarita Pournara, photos by R.A. McCabe. The bygone culture of the island of Santorini comes back to life in the beautiful photographs of McCabe, who traveled to Santorini repeatedly between 1954 and 1965. McCabe’s images document the start of the redevelopment of Santorini in the wake of the devastating earthquake of 1956, an effort that set the island on the path to becoming the tourist destination it is today. 180 pages. Abbeville. 11¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00. $34.95

**3942503** SANCTUARY. By Gayl Crewdson. While visiting Rome, the world renowned photographer was invited to tour the back lot of the legendary Italian film studio Cinecitta. He found the elaborate sets had fallen into ruin and became captivated by their decaying beauty. Here, Crewdson presents 40 haunting black and white portraits of the deteriorating buildings and deserted streets. 96 pages. Abrams. 15x¾x12. Pub. at $60.00. $4.95

**3770478** NEW ENGLAND RUINS: Photographs of the Abandoned Northeast. By Rob Dobi. This homage to abandoned buildings across the Northeast is the result of twenty years of exploration and documentation, featuring a rare look at structures that no longer serve their original purpose and have been otherwise forgotten. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Globe Pequot. 7x9¼. Pub. at $34.95. $26.95

**3690075** LOST CITIES: Beauty in Desolation. By Julian Beecroft. There is a strange beauty in abandonment which this collection of photographs endeavors to capture: the poignant sight of an empty tower block, a rusting mining town or a crumbling church to dust serves only to highlight the juxtaposition between what a place once was and what it has become. 192 pages. Flame Tree. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $35.00. $21.95

**3727637** ICELAND. Text by C. Nowak & B. Mogge. Iceland’s spectacular landscape is characterized by volcanoes, geysers, thermal springs and lava fields, typical for the Nordic island state. This beautifully illustrated volume shows more than 350 images of glaciers, rugged peaks, wooded coastline, and Icelandic fjords, text in English, French and Icelandic. 302 pages. Konemann. 11x¾. Pub. at $49.95. $19.95

**2907399** DECORATIVE IRONWORK OF ITALY. By Augusto Pedroni. Contains 487 full page, black and white photographs of beautiful wrought iron gates, grilles, architectural details, and fireplace equipment. Illuminates details that will inspire blacksmiths and designers today. Original locations of the ironwork are identified. 320 pages. Schiffer. 9¼x12¼. Pub. at $45.00. PRICE CUT to $19.95

**3784665** LONDON RISING: Illicit Photos from the City’s Heaths. By Bradley L. Garrett et al. 176 pages. Prestel. 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $34.95. $9.95


**3782204** ABANDONED KANSAS CITY. By Regina Daniel. 96 pages. America Through Time. 6½x9¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $18.95


**2785544** WEST COAST: Bering to Baja. By David Freese with S. Winchester. 192 pages. George F. Thompson. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $60.00. $29.95

**3699072** NEW YORK THEN AND NOW. By Kathleen Maguire with E. McNulty. 96 pages. Pavilion. 7x6¼. Pub. at $9.95. $7.95

---
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379595 GREEK CIVILIZATION THROUGH THE EYES OF TRAVELLERS AND SCHOLARS. Compiled by Leonora Navari. This beautifully bound and illustrated volume is an elegant annotated bibliography—an indispensable aid to any scholar of Greek culture. This work documents the renowned collection of Dinah Comonowska whose library was sold with the goal of collecting every book by scholars and visitors to Greece from the fifteenth to the mid-twentieth century. Oak Knoll. 9½x12½. Pub. at $165.00 $19.95

383870 A WOMAN LOOKING AT MEN LOOKING AT WOMEN. By Siri Hustvedt. A brilliant collection of essays from the prizewinning novelist, feminist, and critic, demonstrating the author’s depth of her knowledge in both the humanities and the sciences. 552 pages. S&S. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

2959232 IN A NARROW GRAVE. By Larry McMurtry. Originally published in 1968, this collection is the author’s homage to the past and present of the Lone Star State, where he grew up a precociously observant hand on his father’s ranch. These nine essays offer a timeless portrait of the vividly human Texan. 204 pages. Oak Knoll. Pub. at $16.95 $19.95


LIMITED QUANTITY • 685173 THE LITTLE HOUSE BOOKS. By Laura Ingalls Wilder. The Little House stories are classics of children’s literature. This collection reintroduces these works to readers young and old. Included here are all six Little House novels, plus the posthumous novella The First Four Years. 1,590 pages. Library of America. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $74.95

2951165 THE ESSENTIAL HEMINGWAY. By Ernest Hemingway. This introduction to the work of Hemingway includes the full body of Fiesta, his first major novel, long extracts from three of his greatest works of fiction, A Farewell to Arms, To Have and Have Not, and For Whom the Bell Tolls; 25 complete short stories; and fragments from The Fifth年中国. 566 pages. Library of America. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $19.95 $16.95

3796051 INTERNATIONAL MASONIC COLLECTION 1723-2011. By Larissa P. Watkins. This bibliography is based on the Masonic holdings in the library of the Supreme Council, Southern Jurisdiction of the United States. It presents a cross-section of Masonic literature obtained by the Supreme Council from about 89 countries and covers three centuries. Illus. 578 pages. Oak Knoll. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $74.95

3795950 ERNEST HEMINGWAY: A Descriptive Bibliography. By C. Edgar Grissom. Generously illustrated with title pages and copyright pages throughout the text, this bibliography can be used in the culmination of all previous endeavors in Hemingway bibliography. Includes a DVD-ROM with more than 2,000 color illustrations, including more than 50 images of Hemingway’s signature from 1908 to 1960. 654 pages. Oak Knoll. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $225.00 $99.95

307013 THE NEW HUEY P. NEWTON READER. Ed. by D. Hilliard & D. Weise. A comprehensive collection of the writings of the Black Panther Party founder and revolutionary icon. The editors bring together classic texts from each of Newton’s four books along with other writings ranging in topic from the formation of the Black Panthers to prison self-empowerment. Photos. 382 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3788016 JOAN DIDION: The 1960s & 70s. Ed. by David L. Ulin. Cool, dispassionate, and incisive, Joan Didion’s voice is electric on the page. Complete here are the early works that made her as one of the most original and influential literary figures of our time. Includes Run River; Slouching Towards Bethlehem; Play It As It Lays; A Book of Common Prayer, and The White Album. 970 pages. NYRB. Paperback. Pub. at $33.00 $29.95

3070455 BEFORE THE WEST WAS WEST: Critical Essays of Pre-1800 Literature of the American Frontiers. Ed. by A.T. Hamilton & T.J. Hillard. Examines the extent to which scholars have engaged in-depth with pre-1800 “western” texts and asks what we mean by “western” American literature in the first place and when that designation originated. 357 pages. UNEP. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

3795896 CHRISTINA ROSSETTI: A Descriptive Bibliography. By Maura Yes. This comprehensive volume documents the full range of Rossetti’s publication history, taking into account her books, appearances in anthologies, periodicals, hymnals, and musical settings, as well as selected translations, epiphanera, and other Rossettiana, concentrating upon materials after 1900. 16 pages of indexes. 344 pages. Oak Knoll. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $95.00 $14.95

2956519 WHITMAN SPEAKS. Ed. by Brenda Wineapple. Collected here is Whitman the sage and champion of expansiveness and human freedom. Here, too, is the poet’s more personal side—his vivid memories of Thoreau, Emerson, and Lincoln, his literary judgments on writers such as Goethe, Tolstoy, and Nietzsche, and his expressions of hope in the democratic promise of the nation he loved. 196 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3907953 BRITANNICUS, VOLUME 5: The Complete Plays of Jean Racine. The fifth volume of a projected translation into English of all of Jean Racine’s plays. Gathered here are not only the great Arêtég’s translations faithfully convey all the urgency and keen psychological insight of Racine’s dramas and the cooled strength of his verse while breathing new vigor into the time-honored form of the “heroic” couplet. 230 pages. Penn State Univ. Pub. at $51.95 $6.95

3825256 JOHN UPDIKE: Novels 1968-1975. Ed. by Christopher Carduff. Collects three essential Updike novels: the scandalous Couples, the second Rabbit volume, Rabbit Redux, and Sunday. On display here are the full 1049 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $46.95 $29.95


3828107 HEDDA GABLER AND OTHER PLAYS. By Henrik Ibsen. These four haunting late plays, written when Ibsen’s fame was on the rise in Europe, explore the lies we tell ourselves and the illusions that sustain us: The Wild Duck, Rosmersholm, The Lady from the Sea, and Hedda Gabler. 398 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $9.95


PRICE CUT to $4.95

2884828 ON DRINKING. By Charles Bukowski. Bukowski turns to the bottle in this revelatory collection of poetry and prose that includes some of the writer’s best and most lasting work. A powerful testament to the pleasures and miseries of a life in drink, and a window into the soul of one of the most beloved and enduring writers. 257 pages. Eccolo. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

PRICE CUT to $17.95
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352744 THE COLLECTED SHORTER WORKS OF MARK TWAIN. Ed. by Louis J. Budd. This collectible box set compiles an enormous array of Twain's short works: nearly 300 stories, sketches, burlesques, hoaxes, tall tales, speeches, essays, travel columns and more, composed by America's greatest humorist. 2,126 pages in two volumes, slipcased. Library of America. Pub. at $80.00


379087 COLLECTED NONFICTION, VOLUME 1. By Mark Twain. 254 pages. Everyman's Library. Pub. at $30.00


3813649 WORDS OF FIRE. By Ahad Ha’am. 162 pages. Notting Hill Ed. Pub. at $9.95


3724824 THE LETTERS OF PIERRE DE CROSS: Chamberlain to Pope Gregory XI (1371-1378). By Daniel Willman. 118 pages. ACMRS. Pub. at $59.00


3882471 THE SMART WORDS AND WICKETT OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. Ed. by Max Morris. Pull of savvy wisdom from works such as Twelfth Night; Othello; A Midsummer's Night Dream and many others, this inspired collection compiles anecdotes, quotes and quips Shakespearean quotations that speak of the writer's enduring legacy, even in contemporary pop culture. Illus. 157 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $12.99


3818926 HAMLET. By William Shakespeare. Presents a newly-edited sequence of Shakespeare's work, taking into account the most recent scholarship while giving the material a careful reappraisal. Hamlet is one of Shakespeare's greatest plays, and one of the most fascinatingly problematic tragedies in world literature. 111 pages. Wordsworth Editions. Paperbound.

3806456 ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA, SECOND EDITION. By Kenneth Parker. Parker offers an historical and critical exposition of commentaries of Shakespeare's play, traced back to firmly held assumptions about theories of literary production and consumption, as well as political relations, not yet wholly shed in the present. Illus. 104 pages. Northcote House. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

3739005 THE LITTLE BOOK OF SHAKESPEARE. By Anjna Chouhan et al. Packed with simple explanations and witty illustrations, making it a perfect primer to the greatest playwright of them all. Shakespearians young and old are looking for a guide to the complex plots and unfamiliar language, or just a perspective on Shakespeare's plays and sonnets, this volume will shed light on the works of literature's greatest figure. 208 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99

Litmus

2680295 AMELIA PEABODY'S EGYPT. Ed. by K. Whitbread & E. Peters. Examines in depth the world of the intrepid archaeologist/sleuth Amelia Peabody in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a place of wonder, mystery, danger, and the lure of antiquity. Allows the reader to immerse themselves in a rich world of mystery and history. 435 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $40.00

2872943 THE VONNEGUT ENCYCLOPEDIA, REVISED EDITION. By Mark Leckie. An expanded, updated, and comprehensive edition of the authorized compendium to Kurt Vonnegut's novels, stories, essays, and plays--an exhaustive guide to the beloved author's world, organized in a handy A to Z format. 758 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $59.95

2761530 AN EPIGRAPHY OF TOLKIEN: The History and Mythology That Inspired Tolkien's Middle-Earth. By David Day. This beautifully bound volume, with gilt-edged pages includes over 200 illustrations and an appendix that examines the legends that were key sources for Tolkien's creations. Includes the Volsung saga, the Nibelungenlied, Richard Wagner's Ring Cycle, 544 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.99

2862368 TYRANT: Shakespeare on Politics. By Stephen Greenblatt. A world-renowned Shakespeare scholar explores the playwright's insights into the nature of power, how it can ignite the lust for absolute power and the catastrophic consequences of its execution. As Greenblatt shows, Shakespeare's work remains vitally relevant even today. 212 pages. Norton. Pub. at $19.95

3789594 THE ROAD TO WALDEN: 12 Life Lessons from a Sojourn to Thoreau's Cabin. By Kathleen Crum. This 1978 classic is a comprehensive study and celebration of the visionary in the visual arts as well as literature, showcasing 18th-century prints to 21st-century film stills and demonstrating the enduring appeal of the vampire across fine art, film, and literature. 32 pages of illus., many in color. 464 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95

3889025 VAMPIRES: Genesis and Resurrection from Count Dracula to Vampirlla. By Christopher Frayling. This 1989 work is a comprehensive study and celebration of the vampire in the visual arts as well as literature, showcasing 18th-century prints to 21st-century film stills and demonstrating the enduring appeal of the vampire across fine art, film, and literature. 32 pages of illus., many in color. 464 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95

3889041 A WRITER'S BRITAIN. By Margaret Drabble. In this evocative anthology of the English genius loci, Drabble explores the part that the feeling for locality and landscape has played in literature, often quite unobtrusively, and shows how pervasively it has shaped some of the greatest works in the language. 288 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $24.95

Literary Reference

2680295 AMELIA PEABODY'S EGYPT. Ed. by K. Whitbread & E. Peters. Examines in depth the world of the intrepid archaeologist/sleuth Amelia Peabody in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, a place of wonder, mystery, danger, and the lure of antiquity. Allows the reader to immerse themselves in a rich world of mystery and history. 435 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $40.00

2872943 THE VONNEGUT ENCYCLOPEDIA, REVISED EDITION. By Mark Leckie. An expanded, updated, and comprehensive edition of the authorized compendium to Kurt Vonnegut's novels, stories, essays, and plays--an exhaustive guide to the beloved author's world, organized in a handy A to Z format. 758 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $59.95

2761530 AN EPIGRAPHY OF TOLKIEN: The History and Mythology That Inspired Tolkien's Middle-Earth. By David Day. This beautifully bound volume, with gilt-edged pages includes over 200 illustrations and an appendix that examines the legends that were key sources for Tolkien's creations. Includes the Volsung saga, the Nibelungenlied, Richard Wagner's Ring Cycle, 544 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.99

2862368 TYRANT: Shakespeare on Politics. By Stephen Greenblatt. A world-renowned Shakespeare scholar explores the playwright's insights into the nature of power, how it can ignite the lust for absolute power and the catastrophic consequences of its execution. As Greenblatt shows, Shakespeare's work remains vitally relevant even today. 212 pages. Norton. Pub. at $19.95

3789594 THE ROAD TO WALDEN: 12 Life Lessons from a Sojourn to Thoreau's Cabin. By Kathleen Crum. This 1978 classic is a comprehensive study and celebration of the visionary in the visual arts as well as literature, showcasing 18th-century prints to 21st-century film stills and demonstrating the enduring appeal of the vampire across fine art, film, and literature. 32 pages of illus., many in color. 464 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $29.95
**LITERARY STUDIES & CRITICISM**

3739257 WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ
By Peter Mendelsund. In this remarkable exploration, a gorgeously unique, fully illustrated phenomenology, Mendelsund combines his professional experience as a designer; his first vocation as a classically trained pianist; and his first love, literature, into a provocative and unusual investigation. 419 pages. Vintage. Pap. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

3901599 THE EPIC OF GESAR OF LING: Gesar’s Magical Birth, Early Years, and Coronation as King
By Robert A. Cheetham. A comprehensive retelling of the Epic of Gesar of Ling, this epic is still alive in its cultural and regional tradition, included on UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. This volume is a translation of the beginning portion of this enormous corpus: 618 pages. Shambhala. Pap. Pub. at $39.95

$14.95

3720039 A KNIGHT AT THE OPERA: Haine, Wagner, Herzl, Peretz, and the Legacy of Der Tannhauser
By Leah Garrett. Uses the musical work as a way to examine the relationship between Jews and the broader world during the advent of the modern era, and to question if any art, even that of a prominent anti-Semite, should be considered taboo. 147 pages. University of Minnesota Press. Pap. Pub. at $27.95

$14.95

3795135 SHAKESPEARE SEEN: Image, Performance & Society
By Stuart Sillars. A unique examination of Shakespeare’s plays that reveals how Harper Lee’s father provided the central insight to explain unfamiliar words. 187 pages. MR TS. Pap. Pub. at $34.95

$14.95

3758435 MARK TWAIN’S CIVIL WAR
By Josephine Crespino. The epic tale of the Civil War is brought to life for twentysomethings, a generation for whom the Civil War is hard to imagine. 263 pages. Yale Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00

$11.95

3869840 (A)WRY VIEWS: Anamorphosis, Cervantés, and the Early Picaresque
By Roger Ascham. A scholarly work that demonstrates that much of the literature of the Spanish Golden Age (1550-1650) is susceptible to a mode of interpretation that permits, and indeed requires, ‘oblique readings.’ Thus the perspicacious tendencies invite the reader to actively participate in the game of displacements and revelations. Illus. 182 pages. Purdue UP. Pap. Pub. at $51.95

$31.95

374403 THE ANTHOLOGY OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TEXTS: Life Through Literature

$19.95

*3720039* WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ
By Peter Mendelsund. In this remarkable exploration, a gorgeously unique, fully illustrated phenomenology, Mendelsund combines his professional experience as a designer; his first vocation as a classically trained pianist; and his first love, literature, into a provocative and unusual investigation. 419 pages. Vintage. Pap. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

*3901599* THE EPIC OF GESAR OF LING: Gesar’s Magical Birth, Early Years, and Coronation as King
By Robert A. Cheetham. A comprehensive retelling of the Epic of Gesar of Ling, this epic is still alive in its cultural and regional tradition, included on UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. This volume is a translation of the beginning portion of this enormous corpus: 618 pages. Shambhala. Pap. Pub. at $39.95

$14.95

*3795135* SHAKESPEARE SEEN: Image, Performance & Society
By Stuart Sillars. A unique examination of Shakespeare’s plays that reveals how Harper Lee’s father provided the central insight to explain unfamiliar words. 187 pages. MR TS. Pap. Pub. at $34.95

$14.95

*3758435* MARK TWAIN’S CIVIL WAR
By Josephine Crespino. The epic tale of the Civil War is brought to life for twentysomethings, a generation for whom the Civil War is hard to imagine. 263 pages. Yale Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00

$11.95

*3869840* (A)WRY VIEWS: Anamorphosis, Cervantés, and the Early Picaresque
By Roger Ascham. A scholarly work that demonstrates that much of the literature of the Spanish Golden Age (1550-1650) is susceptible to a mode of interpretation that permits, and indeed requires, ‘oblique readings.’ Thus the perspicacious tendencies invite the reader to actively participate in the game of displacements and revelations. Illus. 182 pages. Purdue UP. Pap. Pub. at $51.95

$31.95

*374403* THE ANTHOLOGY OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN TEXTS: Life Through Literature

$19.95

*WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ* By Peter Mendelsund. In this remarkable exploration, a gorgeously unique, fully illustrated phenomenology, Mendelsund combines his professional experience as a designer; his first vocation as a classically trained pianist; and his first love, literature, into a provocative and unusual investigation. 419 pages. Vintage. Pap. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

*THE EPIC OF GESAR OF LING: Gesar’s Magical Birth, Early Years, and Coronation as King* By Robert A. Cheetham. A comprehensive retelling of the Epic of Gesar of Ling, this epic is still alive in its cultural and regional tradition, included on UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. This volume is a translation of the beginning portion of this enormous corpus: 618 pages. Shambhala. Pap. Pub. at $39.95

$14.95

*SHAKESPEARE SEEN: Image, Performance & Society* By Stuart Sillars. A unique examination of Shakespeare’s plays that reveals how Harper Lee’s father provided the central insight to explain unfamiliar words. 187 pages. MR TS. Pap. Pub. at $34.95

$14.95

*MARK TWAIN’S CIVIL WAR* By Josephine Crespino. The epic tale of the Civil War is brought to life for twentysomethings, a generation for whom the Civil War is hard to imagine. 263 pages. Yale Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00

$11.95

*WHAT WE SEE WHEN WE READ* By Peter Mendelsund. In this remarkable exploration, a gorgeously unique, fully illustrated phenomenology, Mendelsund combines his professional experience as a designer; his first vocation as a classically trained pianist; and his first love, literature, into a provocative and unusual investigation. 419 pages. Vintage. Pap. Pub. at $16.95

$12.95

*THE EPIC OF GESAR OF LING: Gesar’s Magical Birth, Early Years, and Coronation as King* By Robert A. Cheetham. A comprehensive retelling of the Epic of Gesar of Ling, this epic is still alive in its cultural and regional tradition, included on UNESCO’s Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. This volume is a translation of the beginning portion of this enormous corpus: 618 pages. Shambhala. Pap. Pub. at $39.95

$14.95

*SHAKESPEARE SEEN: Image, Performance & Society* By Stuart Sillars. A unique examination of Shakespeare’s plays that reveals how Harper Lee’s father provided the central insight to explain unfamiliar words. 187 pages. MR TS. Pap. Pub. at $34.95

$14.95

*MARK TWAIN’S CIVIL WAR* By Josephine Crespino. The epic tale of the Civil War is brought to life for twentysomethings, a generation for whom the Civil War is hard to imagine. 263 pages. Yale Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00

$11.95
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★ 3835766 THE SOUND OF MUSIC STORY. By Tom Santopietro. On March 2, 1965, The Sound of Music was released and the love affair between movie goers and the Rodgers and Hammerstein musical began. Filled with fascinating behind the scenes stories and interviews, this witty, thoughtful, and loving look back at a classic American musical cinema is sure to delight all fans. Illus. 324 pages. Apistle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 3705226 ROBIN HOOD FAQ. By Dave Thompson. Traces the evolution of Robin Hood’s legend from medieval myth to modern blockbuster. This resource guide is a thorough survey of one of the world’s most enduring and popular myths, tracing the story of the legendary outlaw from the earliest ballads and chronicles to the present day. Illus. 333 pages. Apistle. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3887456 BEST. MOVIE. YEAR. EVER: How 1999 Blew Up the Big Screen. By Brian Raftery. The story of not just how these movies were made but how they remade our own vision of the world. It features more than 130 new and exclusive interviews with such directors and actors as Reese Witherspoon, Edward Norton, Steven Soderbergh, and dozens more. It’s the definitive account of a culture-conquering movie year none of us saw coming. 387 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $12.95

★ 3835464 EARLY WARNER BROS. STUDIOS: Images of America. By E.J. Stephens & M. Wanamaker. Since 1928, Warner Brothers has produced some of the best movies and television shows at the studio’s magical 110-acre film factory in Burbank. This collection of evocative images concentrates on the Warner Bros. legacy from the 1920s to the 1950s, when timeless classics such as Casablanca, The Maltese Falcon, and East of Eden came to life. 224 pages. Arcadia Publishing. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

★ 3700712 1936: The Making of Six Great Films from Hollywood’s Greatest Year. By Charles F. Adams. The year 1936 was the summit of Hollywood’s Golden Age. This volume reveals the incredible hand that was behind these classic films. Illus. 288 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $5.95

★ 3901499 MORE SEX, BETTER ZEN, FASTER BULLETS: The Encyclopedia of Hong Kong Film. By S. Hamilton & M. Wilkins. The nonpareil true story of the Hong Kong film industry, one that doesn’t skimp on the sleazy bits: the hyperkinetic films themselves. Included are in-depth firsthand accounts of the culture and international fanbases to have emerged around these movies. Well illus. 344 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $28.99 $12.95

★ 3744760 WHEN HOLLYWOOD CAME TO UTAH. By James V. D’Arc. For more than 100 years, the magnificent scenery and locales of Utah have played host to hundreds of Hollywood films, including Star Wars, Salt Lake City, Easy Rider, Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid, and Thelma & Louise. This volume gives readers the inside scoop on how these films were made, what happened on-set and off, and what audiences thought of them. Fully illus., many in color. 320 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

★ 3778547 ALL THE BEST LINES: An Informal History of the Movies in Quotes, Notes, and Anecdotes. By George Tiffin. Presents 500 of cinema’s best loved and most memorable lines, from the golden age of Hollywood screenwriting to the masters of modern film. Full of sumptuous photographs, snappy dialogue, and sparkling one-liners, this is a must-have for movie buffs. 434 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95


★ 3725723 CARNAL CURSES, DISFIGURED ANAMALIES: An Illustrated History of Exploitation and B-Movie Posters. By Todd Spoor. Features more than 100 new interviews with the filmmakers and stars that have helped make these iconic posters so popular. In full color. 200 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $12.95

★ 3786822 THE WALT DISNEY STUDIOS: A Lot to Remember. By S. Clark & R. Cline. From Pinocchio and Fantasia and World War II propaganda films to the Disneyland TV show and Mary Poppins, the history of Pirates of the Caribbean and The Jungle Book of the company’s most iconic creations have been brought to life at this studio. So park your car in the Zoot lot, take a stroll down Mickey Avenue, and get ready for an insider’s tour! Fully many in color. 159 pages. Disney. 10½x13½. Pub. at $60.00 $44.95

★ 2792026 HOLLYWOOD BLACK: The Stars, The Films, The Filmmakers. By Donald Bogle. This volume is a riveting chronicle of black performers and filmmakers that illustrates the struggles and triumphs of those who paved the way. Featuring more than 100 new interviews with the actors, directors, troubleshakers, and revolutionaries who helped make it happen. 387 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 3791011 THE CASTLE ON SUNSET: Life, Death, Love, Art, and Scandal at Hollywood’s Chateau Marmont. By Shawn Levy. Perched above the Sunset Strip like a fairy-tale castle, the Chateau seems to come alive at night, a haven for stars and wannabes. This volume is the definitive account of some of the most legendary moments to have occurred here. 334 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 2972080 MOVIES IN QUOTES: A Reference Volume. By George Tiffin. More than 500 of cinema’s best-loved quotes and anecdotes, ranging from the golden age of Hollywood screenwriting to the masters of modern film. Fully illustrated with sumptuous photographs, snappy dialogue, and sparkling one-liners, this is a must-have for movie buffs. 434 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

★ 3725599 MARVEL STUDIOS VISUAL DICTIONARY. By Adam Bray. This stunning reference shows the world of the Avengers as it has never been seen before. Iron Man’s armor, S.H.I.E.L.D.’s helicarriers, the soaring towers of Asgard, Thor’s hammer—all subject’s key features are fully explained in engaging text. A unique and captivating showcase of the first ten movies of the Marvel Cinematic Universe. Fully many in color. 200 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 10½x12. Pub. at $30.00 $19.95

★ 6966900 THE WORLD’S RAREST MOVIE POSTERS. By Todd Spoor. A perfect volume for lovers of movies and movie posters. Over 300 color images of vintage movie posters include rare drive-in theater posters along with more common one-sheet size. All these posters are extremely rare, with less than ten known copies in existence. Includes recent auction prices. 160 pages. Schlitzt. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $39.99 $19.95
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3832598 STARS WARS COLLECTING A GALAXY: The Art of Sideshow. By Samuel C. Spitale. Celebrating the action figures capturing the true essence of the iconic characters and the ordinary, one of a kind figurines that Sideshow Collectibles has produced. Features a pop-culture artwork, and insights from the illustrating and design team on the creation of each piece, this beautifully illustrated volume illuminates the craftsmanship of its 348 pages. Insight Editions. 12x/10¼. Pub. at $75.00 $34.95

3792877 HOLLYWOOD ENLISTS! Propaganda Films of World War II. By Ralph Donald. Donald explores how the studios supported the war effort and helped shape the attitudes of an entire generation. Through films, the studios appealed to the public's sense of nationalism, demonized the enemy, and stressed that wartime sacrifices would result in triumph. By examining major motion pictures, Donald illustrates how these propaganda techniques were aligned with government aims. 245 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $23.00

3827387 SEDUCTION: Sex, Lies, and Stardom in Howard Hughes’ Hollywood. By Karina Longworth. The author produces a landmark, and wonderfully effervescent and gossipy, work of Hollywood history. It’s the story of what it was like to be a woman in Hollywood during the studio’s glamorous era, through the tales of actresses involved with Howard Hughes. A landmark memoir that examines the golden age of Hollywood’s power during Hollywood’s golden age. 16 pages of photos. 543 pages. Custom House. Pub. at $29.99


3795558 MOVIE POSTERS: 75 Years of Academy Award Winners. By D.O. Everett & M. Everett, Jr. 312 pages. Schiffer. 12¼x10¾. Pub. at $29.95


3774147 HOWARD HUGHES AND THE CREATION OF MODERN HOLLYWOOD. By W. R. Wilkerson III. 16 pages of photos. 342 pictures, Donald illustrates how these propaganda techniques were aligned with government aims. 245 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $44.95


3781941 LAIR: Radical Homes and Hideouts of Movie Villains. Ed. by Chad Oppenheim. 296 pages. Tra Publishing. 8½x/13. Pub. at $72.00 $36.95

Notable Films

3857247 THE MAKING OF DUNKIRK. By James Mottram. Filled with never before seen set photos. The book provides an in-depth look at the filmmaking process, highlighting the lengths the filmmaking team went for authenticity, this stunning volume explores how Christopher Nolan brought this pivotal event to the screen at last. 192 pages. Insight Editions. 11x/10¼. Pub. at $45.00 $9.95

3894134 THE PREDATOR: The Official Movie Special. Ed. by Jonathan Wilkins. This deluxe collector’s edition features interviews with the filmmakers, cast and director Shane Black, and actors including Boyd Holbrook, Thomas Jane, and Olivia Munn. It also includes stunning photography and art commentary with artwork by the art team. 98 pages. 8x11. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3894223 STARS WARS–THE LAST JEDI: The Official Collector’s Edition. Ed. by Jonathan Wilkins. This official collector’s edition includes profiles of the heroes, villains, droids, and ships of the heroic forces of the Resistance and the sinister First Order. Stunning photography and concept art combine to make this a must-have for all fans. 98 pages. Titan. 8x11. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3709051 STARS WARS–A NEW HOPE: The Official Celebration Special. Discover how George Lucas created an epic story that has enthralled film fans for over 30 years, and learn how the worlds, aliens, and droids made the journey from the mind of a very independent filmmaker into our popular culture. Full-color photos. 128 pages. Insight Editions. 8½x11. Pub. at $13.95 $13.95

3893744 BOND VS. BOND: The Many Faces of 007. By Paul Simpson. Whether you prefer Sean Connery to Roger Moore or Daniel Craig to Pierce Brosnan, you’ll find every incarnation of the iconic spy in this comprehensive, pop-culturally oriented look at the various James Bond film franchises. Ian Fleming’s iconic British Secret Service agent, James Bond, has been interpreted through the years. 200 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

3825302 THE SOUND OF MUSIC FAMILY SCRAPPBOOK. By Fred Bronson et al. This fully updated volume includes new personal photographs and memorabilia for the most beloved film musical of all time. The Sound of Music and The Sound of Music Live!, see how the von Trapp children tell their fascinating stories—from their auditions to rehearsals in Los Angeles and an incredible spring and summer in Salzburg, Austria, up to the current times. Fully Illus. in color. 160 pages. Carlton. 10x/13. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


3886581 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 7: Quidditch and the Triwizard Tournament. By Jody Revenson. Rediscover the creative processes, magical props, and special effects of the Wizarding World with this fully illustrated behind-the-scenes look at the development and creation of the magnificent events surrounding this beloved series. This volume takes you behind-the-scenes everywhere. Insight Editions. 8½x/11¼. Pub. at $16.95

3830721 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 5: Creature Companions, Plants, and Shapeshifters. By Jody Revenson. Rediscover the creative processes, magical props, and special effects of the Wizarding World with this fully illustrated behind-the-scenes look at the development and creation of the magnificent events surrounding this beloved series. This volume takes you behind-the-scenes everywhere. Insight Editions. 8½x/11¼. Pub. at $16.95


3887651 HARRY POTTER FILM VAULT, VOLUME 6: Pirates of the Caribbean and the Final Battle. By Jody Revenson. Rediscover the creative processes, magical props, and special effects of the Wizarding World with this fully illustrated behind-the-scenes look at the development and creation of the magnificent events surrounding this beloved series. This volume takes you behind-the-scenes everywhere. Insight Editions. 8½x/11¼. Pub. at $16.95
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- **2919079 CASEBLANCA: Script and Legend.** By Howard Koch. The unforgettable dialogue of the enthralling classic get the behind-the-scenes look at the production. 512 pages. Insight Editions. $34.99

- **3782034 BOND: Behind the Scenes.** By Mirrormag. A great collection of behind the scenes images of the making of the Bond films. Enjoy this glimpse of what it was really like on the set of a James Bond film when the series was in its early days. 144 pages. History Press. Pub. at $21.95.

- **3746488 ANYTHING YOU CAN IMAGINE: Peter Jackson & the Making of Middle-earth.** By Ian Nathan. Tells the full, dramatic story of how Jackson and his trusting fellowship of Kiwi filmmakers dared take on a quest every bit as daunting as Frodo's, and transformed J.R.R. Tolkien's epic tale of adventure into cinematic magic, and then did it again with The Hobbit. 16 pages of color photos. 576 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $60.00.

- **3744930 THE MAKING OF ALIEN.** By J.W. Rinzler. Rinzler has conducted new interviews with Ridley Scott and some of his key collaborators on the film to help finally tell the whole story behind this extraordinary landmark of modern cinema. Rarely seen photos, illustrations and documents from the archives of Fox and Scott shed new light on the creative process from beginning to end, highlighting the unforgettable experience of making a true classic. 336 pages. Titan. 12x/4/11. Pub. at $60.00.

- **3786366 THE DARK CRYSTAL: Age of Resistance—Inside the Epic Return to Thra.** By Daniel Wallace. Explore the creation of The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Netflix's epic prequel series from The Jim Henson Company, with this stunning all-access look at the show's journey from the screen-ﬁlmed with exclusive interviews, concept art, set photography, puppet designs, and more. 191 pages. Insight Editions. 11x/4/10. Pub. at $50.00.

- **2988631 WOODSTOCK: An Inside Look at the Movie That Shook Up the World and Defined a Generation.** By Dave Bittner, photos by R. Diltze et al. A unique collection of remembrances and perceptions from the filmmakers who created, and from performers and festival producers who appeared in, the Academy Award-winning Woodstock. Well illus., some in color. Rare Bird Books. Pub. at $29.95.


- **3731722 GO TEAM VENTURE! The Art and Making of the Venture Bros.** By Jackson Publick et al. This comprehensive companion to the animated television series is packed with interviews, sketches, and behind-the-scenes recollections of how the show came together. 375 pages. Dark Horse. 9x/12/4. Pub. at $39.99.


- **3874451 STAR TREK: Lost Scenes.** By D. Trilotta & C. McAloney. This collection is packed with hundreds of candid anecdotes and hundreds of color photos of the world's ultimate sci-fi series. These professionally restored images are used to chronicle the making of the series, revealing deleted scenes, and to showcase the company along with a price guide. Published in 1997. 223 pages. Schiffer. 11x/8/½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

- **3822427 THE TWILIGHT ZONE RADIO DRAMAS. COLLECTION 8.** By Randal Kleiser. Get sucked into the world of binge watching and insider anecdotes with this comprehensive guide to the small screen. You’ll get an insight at the fascinating history, facts and stories behind the greatest and not so great shows. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Cassell. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

- **3874472 TV (THE BOOK): Two Experts Pick the Greatest American Shows of All Time.** By A. Sepinwall & M.Z. Seitz. Using a complex, obsessively all-encompassing scoring system, the authors present their version of television’s top shows, accompanied by essays delving into what made them great. The Twilight Zone; I Love Lucy; Mad Men; Friday Night Lights; All in the Family; ER; Firefly—they’re all here in one amazing compendium. 410 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

- **3874473 TV GEEK.** By Jeff Kurti. A behind-the-scenes look at the fascinating history, facts and stories behind the greatest and not so great shows. Well illus., some in color. 304 pages. Wordplay. Pub. at $19.95.
Television & Radio

3744787 GAME OF THRONES: The Noble Houses of Westeros, Seasons 1-5. Ed. by Cindy De La Hoz. Provides a lavish guide to the key noble families of the game of thrones houses and their constant struggle for power. Filled with essential information including each house’s sigil, history, family, family tree, and contains a huge selection of stunning photographs from the HBO series. 150 pages. Running Press. Pub. at $16.00

$6.95

3835286 FIRESIDE POLITICS: Radio and Political Culture in the United States, 1920-1940. By Douglas B. Craig. Provides the first detailed and complete examination of the role of radio within political culture between 1920 and 1940—the golden age of radio, when it commanded huge national audiences without competition from television. Illus. 362 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $60.00

$17.95

★ 2812002 STAR TREK DESIGNING STARSHIPS: The Enterprises and Beyond. By B. Robinson & M. Riley. This is the story of how some of the most talented designers in Hollywood created Star Trek’s starships, from the first sketches to the finished models that appeared on screen. This volume covers the genesis of more than 30 ships and is packed with original concept art, fascinating directions that were explored and abandoned. 157 pages. Eyre Monaco. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

$21.95

3750701 THE LAST DAYS OF LETTERTMAN. By Scott Ryan. Captures the thrills of working alongside arguably the most acclaimed and innovative talk-show host in the history of late-night television. He is packed with original concept art that accompanied the realization that an era was ending. Photos. 320 pages. Fayetteville Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

$5.95


$29.95

★ 2913305 THE ANDY GRIFFITH SHOW. By Richard Kelly. One of the most successful series in television history, The Andy Griffith Show ranked among the top ten shows in the nation during each of its eleven prime-time seasons from 1960 to 1968. In this review, Kelly reveals why the show was and is still beloved. Photos. 266 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95

$13.95

★ 3728773 THE THREE STOOGES SCRAPBOOK. By Jeff Lenberg et al. Updated, this volume provides the most comprehensive coverage of the Three Stooges to date, with trivia, history and comedy n’yuk-yuks at their best. Includes: exclusive interviews with Stooges, Moe Howard, Larry Fine, Joe Besser, and Joe DeRita and a complete filmography with plot summaries and production footnotes. Well illus. 355 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $19.99

$3.95

375183X HOMY DON’T PLAY THAT! The Story of In Living Color and the Black Comedy Revolution. By David Peisner. A scrupulously researched, thoroughly reported behind-the-scenes look at the trailblazing sketch comedy show that upended television, lauded the careers of some of Hollywood’s biggest stars, and changed the way we talk, think, and laugh about race. 386 pages. INK/Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$4.95

2990059 HOMY DON’T PLAY THAT! The Story of In Living Color and the Black Comedy Revolution. By Samantha Robinson. Filled with exclusive interviews with the cast, writers, producers and network executives, this entertaining chronicle follows the show’s friendships and feuds, tragedies and triumphs, unveiling a vital piece of television history. 386 pages. INK/Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

$3.95


$4.95

★ 3805603 THE WAY WE ALL BECAME THE BRADY BUNCH. By Kimberly Potts. A TV historian and entertainment journalist takes readers behind the scenes into the history of the series to document how, despite middling ratings and negative reviews, Mike, Carol, Greg, Marcia, Peter, Jan, Bobby, Cindy, and Alice emerged as America’s favorite family. Color photos. 269 pages. Central. Pub. at $28.00

$21.95

★ 672389 THE TWILIGHT ZONE ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Steven Jay Rubin. This rich, fact-filled reference to television’s most beloved sci-fi/horror anthology series is packed with exhaustive, amazing trivia, and original photographs. A must for any fan, it also features biographies of cast and crew, episode plot synopses, anecdotes, production details and much more. 429 pages. Chicago Review. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

$23.95

★ 2915790 MASH FAQ: Everything Left to Know About the Best Care Anywhere. By Dale Sherman. The first reference on the history of MASH—the classic film, the hit TV show, and the novel that inspired it all. Get the lowdown on the unforgettable show about the Forgotten War, with details of on-set pranks, cast member career profiles, guest appearances and more. Photos. 391 pages. Applause. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

$16.95

★ 2913569 MAYBERRY 101, VOL. 1: Behind the Scenes of a TV Classic. By Neil Brower. In this first volume of a projected three-volume series, Brower focuses on the 79 episodes written by Harley Brock, Everett Greenbaum, Sam Botnick, and their partners. These writers were responsible for such groundbreaking episodes as “Opie the Birdman,” “Mr. McBeever,” and “My Fair Ernest T. Bass.” Photos. 507 pages. John F. Blair. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

$19.95

3893936 THE DNA OF ORPHAN BLACK. By Abbie Bernstein. This comprehensive guide to the creation and evolution of the BBC’s Orphan Black is packed with exclusive behind-the-scenes insight. Includes: the scenes photos and video material with the cast, the show’s creators, and key production talent. 208 pages. Titan. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

$9.95


$5.95


$17.95

★ 3835413 CRADLE OF THE STARS: KKHW & the Louisiana Hayride. By Joey Kent. Starting with Hank Williams in 1949, the Louisiana Hayride on KKHW began churning out a range of vocal talents: Kitty Wells, Webb Pierce, Slim Whitman, Faron Young and Jim Reeves all graduated from the “Cradle of the Stars.” This lush compendium of historic images, illustrations, and advertisements charts its course from the beginning of radio. 182 pages. Peartree. CD 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

$27.95

★ 6857407 A COLLECTION OF ANIMATIONS: The 100 Greatest Cartoon Characters in Television History. By M. Gitlin & J. Sos. Explores the best of the best cartoon characters from the 1920s to the twenty-first century including characters both serious and humorous, and ranging from silly to malevolent. Sure to trigger nostalgic memories of caretaker Saturday mornings in front of the TV set. Illus. 296 pages. Lyons. 8x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00

$26.95
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6951821 SCALES & ARPEGGIOS: Exercises. By David Dutkanych. This volume focuses on scales and arpeggios in all major and minor keys, arranged in one- and two-octave studies. Special scales appear at the end of the major and minor cycles: chromatic, pentatonic, whole tone, blues, and modes. Fingering are provided. 42 pages. Dover. 8¼ x 11¼. Paperback. $6.95

3872018 BEING A SINGER: The Art, Craft, and Science. By Linda Balliro. Provides the solutions you need to make practical, consistent changes in your singing. Based on the training approach of Seth Riggs, supported by vocal science, neuroscience and motor learning, this guide offers clear tools and strategies that train your voice and develop confidence. It includes exercises with clear how-to instructions and troubleshooting. Illus. 228 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

6612873 MUSIC THEORY FOR BEGINNERS. By R. Ryan Endris. Illustrated with comical graphics, this text will provide everything you need for a solid foundation in music theory, whether your goal is to gain an understanding of music, become fluent in reading music, or to start composing your own music. 117 pages. For Beginners. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3849570 BROADSIDE BALLADS FROM THE PEPYS COLLECTION. Ed. by Patricia Fumerton. An interdisciplinary guide to the English Broadside Ballad Archive’s important database of 1,800 broadside ballads collected by Samuel Pepys, accompanied by 155 representative selections from the ballads as well as two CDs with recordings of extant tunes. Illus. 228 pages. Chicago Review. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

3741990 PROKOFIEV’S PIANO SONATAS: A Guide for the Listener and the Performer. By Boris Berman. Drawing on his intimate knowledge of Prokofiev’s work, Berman explores the lives and idiosyncrasies of the composers, covers and pianists through the composers nine piano sonatas, composed between 1910 and 1951, which today are considered an indispensable part of the repertoire of every serious concert pianist. 240 pages. Yale Pub. from $19.95 $14.95

2961261 HYMN TUNES FOR UNACCOMPANIED VIOLIN. By Marilyn Carlson. Features twelve arrangements for unaccompanied violin including Early American hymn tunes, gospel songs and Christmas carols. Chord symbols are provided to allow the flexibility of guitar accompaniment. 29 pages. Mel Bay. From $14.99 $11.99


3748227 PLAY IT LOUD: Instruments of Rock & Roll. By Jayson Gerycz. Combining new and archival footage with personal anecdotes from the bands as well as with recordings of extant bands, this book explores over 350 pages. ACMRS. Pub. at $95.00 $14.95


2895714 LEARN TO PLAY HARMONICA. By Sandy Weltman. Illus. in color. Chartwell. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

DVD 6958818 CHRIS BUONO’S 50 METAL GUITAR LICKS YOU MUST KNOW. Guitar Lab. Pub. from $24.95 $19.95

DVD 6806643 LEARN TO PLAY EASY ROCK & ROLL. EMI Entertainment. Pub. at $99.99 $59.99

2970961 ACCORDION STORIES FROM THE HEART. By Angelo Paul Ramirez. 143 pages. New World. Paperback. 8¼ x 11¼. Pub. at $39.95 $29.95

Notable Performers & Composers

3840689 ELVIS: The King Remembered. An intriguing and informative documentary on the life of Elvis featuring the controversial film Elvis Files that investigates some unusual facts surrounding The King’s mysterious and unanimously disputed death. Color and B&W. 115 minutes. TGG. $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3878104 ELVIS PRESLEY: All Shook Up. Follow the career of the man they call the “King of Rock and Roll” in this authoritative biography. From his carefree beginnings at Sun Records to his fame as a superstardom, there are rare interviews with the legendary Elvis guitarist Scotty Moore, drummer DJ Fontana and other friends and family. Orson Welles narrates. Color and B&W. 90 minutes. Lionsgate. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3882667 LEMMY: Ultimate Badass Edition. widescreen. Lemmy Kilmister has emerged as the undisputed godfather of heavy metal. He remains the living embodiment of rock ‘n roll lifestyle—a Jack and Coke drinking, Marlboro smoking, badass who rocks harder than men half his age. This is his incredible story, told with incredible performances. 116 minutes on two DVDs. Deluxe Memorabilia Collection. Pub. at $39.95 $24.99

3903451 HEAVY DUTY: Days and Nights in Judas Priest. By K.K. Downing with M. Eglinton. As the band approaches its golden anniversary, fans will at last be able to delve backstage into the decades of shocking, hilarious, and haunting stories that surround the heavy metal institution. What’s the story behind the member’s side projects? How was Downing, co-founder and former lead guitarist, don’t hold back. 16 pages of photos. 272 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $16.95


3878422 LED ZEPPELIN: You Shook Me. Features a complete history of the band plus a track by track analysis of every studio album they recorded, along with the transcripts of journalist Steven Rosen’s interviews with Page, Plant and Jones while he accompanied them aboard the famous Starship airliner during the 1977 U.S. tour. Well illus., many in color. 104 pages. Bilz Books. 9x11. $19.95 $14.95

3879780 THE STORY OF THE BAND: From The Last Waltz to The Last Waltz. By Harvey Kubernik. A celebration of their music, the incredible story, shot through with grit and passion, that investigates some unusual facts. Nearly 300 photos and diagrams. Full size plans and detailed written information complemented by the legendary Elvis guitarist Scotty Moore, as well as from many of his influences and colleagues, this documentary paints an intimate portrait of a hard rock hero’s past, present and future. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. $4.95 $3.95

3879816 ROCK-AND-ROLL WOMAN: The Most Exciting Female Guitarists of the 20th Century. By Vivienne Osborne. From the rockabilly revolutionaries to blues harpists and guitar siders, the fifty amazing female artists and groups profiled in this account not only illustrate the width and breadth of rock music; they define it. The author explores iconic rock and roll legends and info rmative documentary on the life of Elvis featuring the controversial film Elvis Files that investigates some unusual facts surrounding The King’s mysterious and unanimously disputed death. Color and B&W. 115 minutes. TGG. $4.95 $3.95


DVD 287895X ELVIS–SUMMER OF ’56: Deluxe Memorabilia Collection. fullscreen. It was the summer of 1956 that launched Elvis’s rise to fame—so much so, in fact, that he earned the sobriquet of ‘King of Rock and Roll’ which he could never again relive. Relive that humble era of The King’s life in this program, featuring early home movie footage plus an assortment of bonus material. In Color and B&W. 45 minutes. Fullscreen Entertainment. Pub. at $39.98 $14.95
**Notable Performers & Composers**

3787784 **BOB DYLAN:** Mr Tambourine Man. Provides an insight into the unique journey of one of the most ground breaking and influential U.S. musical artists of all time. Well illus., many in color. 104 pages. Encore. 8½x10¼. **$6.95**

6968144 **THE BEATLES LYRICS.** By Hunter Davies. With vivid behind the scenes stories and over 100 handwritten manuscripts of the Beatles’ original lyrics, this volume gives unique insight into the creative process behind one of the world’s greatest songwriters, and becomes the definitive story of the band as told through their music. Illus. 405 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pa perback. **$15.95**

Blu-ray 388595X **MICHAEL JACKSON:** The Life of an Icon. Widescreen. This unprecedented look into the King of Pop’s fascinating life includes all new interviews with his mother Katherine Jackson as well as singing partners and friends, Jackson family favorites and music legends such as Smokey Robinson, Dionne Warwic and many more. 157 minutes. Universal. **$9.95**

381183X **THE ROLLING STONES: I Was There.** By Richard Houghton. Packed with fascinating anecdotes, stories, photographs and memorabilia that have never been published before, this volume features accounts of the group from its first live shows in 1962 right through to the death of Brian Jones. 448 pages. Red Planet. Paperback. **$19.95**

3884341 **YOU HAD TO BE THERE! The Rolling Stones Live 1962–68.** By Richard Houghton. Through the words of the people who were there, the reader is taken on a journey from a tiny London jazz club in 1962 through to international pop stardom. This is a people’s history of the “greatest rock ’n’ roll band in the world.” Well illus., some in color. 288 pages. Gotta Have Books. Paperback. **$8.95**

3811885 **PINK FLOYD: I Was There.** By Richard Houghton. Features a wealth of fascinating stories and never before seen photographs making this a unique portrait of one of the most influential and successful groups of modern times. 437 pages. Red Planet. Paperback. **$19.95**

3718468 **AC/DC: The Early Years with Bon Scott.** By Joel Daniels. Provides a fitting recognition of Scott’s legacy as well as a detailed examination of just how remarkably influential in rock history the early work of AC/DC has proved to be. Photos. 207 pages. Independent Music Press. Paperback. **$9.95**

3877961 **BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Glory Days–50 Years of Dreaming.** For over forty years, Springsteen has been on top of the music charts with his music and career. His music has become the stuff of legend and this documentary takes the reader deep into the excesses of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Springsteen’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 96 pages. CompanionHouse. 8x10¼. Paperback. **$9.95**

**3870545 THE BEATLES: Celebrating 50 Years of Beatlemania in America.** Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. From February 9, 1964, the band played live on the Ed Sullivan Show, an estimated 73 million Americans watched, and the next week they appeared again, and 70 million people tuned in. This is the story of Beatlemania in America and the seminal musical, visual and social influences it inspired. Fully illustrated, many in color. 346 pages. Red Planet. Paperback. **$19.95**

3886979 **THE DEAD STRAIGHT GUIDE TO LED ZEPPELIN.** By Nigel Williamson. Here is the group’s story, covering all the albums, solo albums and reissues, with the inside track on the band’s 50 best tracks and much more. Illus., 269 pages. Red Planet. Paperback. **$24.95**

**3826015 LED ZEPPELIN: Interviews & Encounters.** By Hank Bordonowitz. Captures the ideas of all of the band’s members at their various times in the band, and offers an in-depth look at the band’s early work that has proved to be influential throughout the '70s, is the stuff of legend and this documentary is a fascinating story about when they first stuck a finger in the eardrums in 1973. So pour yourself a stiff one and enjoy this terrific TV special, a 25th anniversary salute to The Benny Goodman Band. Behind the scenes account of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Goodman’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 104 pages. Crestline, Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. **$9.95**

**3852210 THE BEATLES: Here, There and Everywhere.** By Nancy J. Hajeski. Featuring a wealth of archival and personal photographs, plus hundreds of quotes that capture the essence of an era, this volume furnishes insights into the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the factors that led to their fame, and examines the spiritual and emotional forces that drove them. Chapters include “Soldier of Love,” “Stairway to Heaven” and “Kashmir,” but also encapsulates the idea of the band itself as it crafted the music that changed pop culture. 458 pages. Omnibus. Paperback. **$7.95**

**3853660 THE BEATLES BY ALBUM.** By Martin Popoff et al. Musicians, journalists, and studio pros break down all 16 ballads to the wall albums from the band that began earring in 1973. So pour yourself a stiff one and enjoy this terrific TV special, a 25th anniversary salute to The Benny Goodman Band. Behind the scenes account of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Goodman’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 104 pages. Crestline, Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. **$9.95**

**3884418 LEONARD COHEN: If I'm Dreaming This.** By Richard Houghton. Finally, we are treated to an open and honest account of a man whose life has been described by the people who have worked closely with him during his time. Includes over 400 photos and over 300 songs, mainly in color. 405 pages. Red Planet. Paperback. **$19.95**

**3877958 SPRINGSTEEN: Glory Days–50 Years of Dreaming.** For over forty years, Springsteen has been on top of the music charts with his music and career. His music has become the stuff of legend and this documentary takes the reader deep into the excesses of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Springsteen’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 96 pages. CompanionHouse. 8x10¼. Paperback. **$9.95**

**3826015 LED ZEPPELIN: Interviews & Encounters.** By Hank Bordonowitz. Captures the ideas of all of the band’s members at their various times in the band, and offers an in-depth look at the band’s early work that has proved to be influential throughout the ‘70s, is the stuff of legend and this documentary is a fascinating story about when they first stuck a finger in the eardrums in 1973. So pour yourself a stiff one and enjoy this terrific TV special, a 25th anniversary salute to The Benny Goodman Band. Behind the scenes account of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Goodman’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 104 pages. Crestline, Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. **$9.95**

**3853660 THE BEATLES BY ALBUM.** By Martin Popoff et al. Musicians, journalists, and studio pros break down all 16 ballads to the wall albums from the band that began earring in 1973. So pour yourself a stiff one and enjoy this terrific TV special, a 25th anniversary salute to The Benny Goodman Band. Behind the scenes account of the band’s evolving musical directions, explores the wealth of both archival and personal photographs, and tells the story of Goodman’s formative years in San Francisco; the band’s beginnings in 1965; the band’s involvement in music festivals of the 1960s; relationships with other major artists of the time; and more. Illus., some color. 104 pages. Crestline, Ed. by Ben Nussbaum. **$9.95**
Notable Performers & Composers

3823903 MICHAEL JACKSON, ALL THE SONGS: The Story Behind Every Track. By R. Leccia & F. Alard. Arranged chronologically by album, the authors explore the details behind all Jackson’s songs beginning with early hits such as ABC and I Want You Back, to solo masterpieces such as Don’t Stop ‘Til You Get Enough, This Is It, I Want You Back, and more. Widevision. Pub. at $14.95. 8¼x10¼. 561 pages. $14.95

3812200 DREAM BABY DREAM: Suicide–A New York Story. By Kris Needs. Tells the whole amazing story of Suicide like never before, with New York a shimmering, seething backdrop. Along with intertwining major figures in the Suicide story, the author reaches back into 40 years chronicling and interviewing the major players in New York’s musical history. 24 pages of photos, some color. 327 pages. $11.95

3841235 THE BEATLES COLLECTED. By M. O’Neill & C. Thomas. Tells the story of the Fab Four from their very early years in 1960s Liverpool through to their world conquering fame. Packed with photos, rare memorabilia and documents from the Beatles archives that cover their incredible career including four tours, tickets from their concerts, and publicity material. Paperbound. 16 pages of photos. 374 pages. Pan Macmillan. $19.99

295124X HAMMER OF THE GODS: Led Zeppelin Unauthorized. By Stephen Davis. No aspect, however disturbing, is ignored in this scorching account of Led Zeppelin’s phenomenally successful career. Davis covers a fierce and fearless story about a band that remains a legend of musical, sexual, and mystical power. 176 pages. 378 pages. Pan Macmillan. $24.95

3911543 MADONNA: Album by Album. By Caroline Sullivan. Exploring every hit record and every era-defining image, this authoritative illustrated volume examines all of Madonna’s 13 studio albums in fine detail, placing each within the context of the time in which it was recorded and charting the music’s subsequent influence on fashion and popular culture. 256 pages. Carlton. 8¼x10¼. $29.95

2931672 PETER, PAUL AND MARY: Fifty Years in Music and Life. By Peter, Paul & Mary. Presents an elegant tribute to the beloved activists and folk icons. Peter, Paul, and Mary have been singing their songs of peace, love, and social justice together for over five decades, providing intimate and unprecedented access to these mega-hit K-pop acts—doe-eyed girl groups, high octane boy bands, provocative solo artists and swaggering duos—sharing the personal memories and backstage antics. Also includes the full-length 2011 concert at MSG in New York City. In Korean with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on two Blu-rays. CJ Entertainment. $34.99

Blu-ray 3900592 I AM: SMTOWN Live World Tour in Madison Square Garden. Widescreen. Vents behind the scenes, providing intimate and unprecedented access to this mega-hit K-pop act—their first tour to sell out Madison Square Garden—sharing their personal memories and backstage antics. Includes the full-length 2011 concert at MSG in New York City. In Korean with English subtitles. Nearly 5 hours on two Blu-rays. CJ Entertainment. $34.99

Blu-ray 3839878 JOHN MELLENCAMP: It’s About You. Widescreen. An intimate portrait of music legend John Mellencamp, this film is a revealing documentary about the man and his mission about the culture that inspires him. Not Rated. 80 minutes. MPI. $4.95

Blu-ray 2974371 STRAVINSKY IN HOLLYWOOD. Widescreen. Using a combination of archival footage, interviews with Stravinsky and several scenes from three studio films of the 40s scored by the Russian master, this documentary reveals what became of the man and the artist during his four decades in California. 53 minutes. Omnibus. Pub. at $9.95. $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3857085 DAVID BOWIE: Behind the Curtain. By Andrew Kent. A rare, exclusive, intimate, and very candid look at David Bowie during the rise of the Thin White Duke, his Station to Station tour, numerous larger than life stories along the way in a one of a kind pictorial travelogue. 160 pages. Press Syndication Group. 11¼x13¾. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3511239 BREAD: A Sweet Surrender. By Malcolm Bradbury. This dramatic account of B. Bread reveals the story behind the group members’ formative years, their remarkable rise to fame, and the subsequent break-up, including the messy lawsuit that would dog them in later years. Also includes exclusive insights into their successful but short lived 1990s reunion. Photos. 309 pages. Post Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99. $16.95


Blu-ray 297424X GLENN GOULD: The Russian Years. By Michael Brown. Narrated by Canadian pianist Glenn Gould’s trip to Russia in May 1957, and the lasting impact his journey had on the nation. With parts of the original recording of Gould’s concert at the Moscow and Leningrad, as well as a previously unreleased recording of his lecture recital in Leningrad, make this an invaluable documentary. 56 minutes. C Major Entertainment. Pub. at $34.99. $5.95

Blu-ray 3711278 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: In His Own Words. DVD. Contains more than 90 minutes of rare interview material with Springsteen filmed at various times across his incredible career and during which, while discussing all manner of topics, the man never becomes less than an enchanting and compelling subject. A complete treat for fans old and new. I.V. Media. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

4699552 WHEN GIANTS WALKED THE EARTH, REVISED 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Wally O’clock and the story of the Earth. The book pushed the envelope on both creativity and excess, even by 1970s rock and roll standards. This revised edition features new writing by a journalist who was a confidant of both Jimmy Page and Robert Plant. 24 pages and筝 some color photos. 594 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

Blu-ray 3781577 ROLLING STONES, ROCK OF AGES: An Unauthorized Tribute. For over four decades the Rolling Stones have been on top. Arrests, drugs, fall-outs, death and resurrection, the band have released eight consecutive number one albums in the U.S. and sold out live shows. This documentary on one of music’s most enduring acts compellingly viewing. 46 minutes. Media Group. Pub. at $17.95. $13.95
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Terminology; and recounts the debates that have transformed it. and some of its most influential performers; explains its essential and acquaints readers with the genre's most important composers.

Schweitzer. Offers a spirited tour of opera's eclectic past and present institutional identity, and the competing forces of populism and elitism.

Waleson. Recounts the history of the New York City Opera and reveals how, by Day.

A dazzling daily journey through an astonishingly diverse musical riches, Burton-Hill introduces readers to 366 remarkable works on}

Burton-Hill. Inspired by her own lifelong

mythology and music's earliest theories and genres through to electronic music and film using no more than

50 entries from the Grand Ole Opry, McCusker examines the gender politics of American barn dance radio through the lives and careers of six women performers: Linda Parker, the Girls of the Golden West (Milly and Dolly Good), Lily May Ledford, Minnie Pearl, and Rose Lee Maphis. Illus.

194 pages. UIP. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT


DVD 3819566 THE BEATLES: Widescreen Film Movement. Pub. at $25.99 $11.95

6911953 MUSORGSKY & HIS CIRCLE. By Stephen Walsh. Illus. 470 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $37.50 $7.95

6905382 STRAYHORN: An Illustrated Life. By Clemency Burton-Hill. 196 pages. Thames & Hudson. Pub. at $35.00 $19.95


DVD 2853469 MANTOVANI: The King of Strings. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

DVD 2824515 ITZHAK. Widescreen. Kino Lorber. Pub. at $29.95 $11.95


3892549 YEAR OF WONDER: Classical Music to Enjoy Day by Day. By Clemency Burton-Hill. Inspired by her own life-long love for the art of classical music, and her desire to share its riches, Burton-Hill introduces readers to 366 remarkable works on a dazzling daily journey through an astonishingly diverse musical landscape. 442 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $6.95

3838218 30-SECOND CLASSICAL MUSIC. Ed. by Joanne Cormac. Explores the pivotal composers, movements and innovations from classical music’s longest and fascinating history. Fifty entries cover everything from music’s earliest theories and genres through to electronic music and film using no more than 300 words and one picture. 160 pages, ivy Press. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3815404 MAD SCENES AND EXIT ARIAS: The Death of the New York City Opera and the Future of Opera in America. By Heidi Wilcox. Recounts the history of the New York City Opera and reveals how, from the beginning, it was a driving force in modern musical theater, and how its financial struggles threatened its survival. 288 pages. Metropolitan. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

3693392 A MAD LOVE: An Introduction to Opera. By Vivien Schweitzer. Offers a spirited tour of opera’s earliest roots and present and acquaints readers with the genre’s most important composers and some of its most influential performers; explains its essential terminology, and recounts the debates that have transformed it. Schweitzer gives appreciation to this living and evolving art form. 272 pages. Basic. Pub. at $27.00 $11.95


DVD 3772758 DANCING TO NEW ORLEANS. Docurama. $4.95
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